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ABSTRACT 

Unsteady two-dimensional laminar flow of an incompressible viscous 

fluid 'lver a periodically grooved wall is investigated by numerical simulation 

using two independent finite-differt!nce methods. One is the vorticity-stream 

function method, and the other involves the vorticity-velocity induction law for

mulation. The fluid motion is initiated impulsively from rest and is assumed to 

be spatially periodic in the streamwise direction. The flow field, which includes 

the time development of the shear layer and the recirculating flow in the zone of 

separation, is examined in detail during the transient phase to the steady-state 

condition. The analytical and numerical formulations, which include the imple

mentation of the boundary conditions, are derived in detail. The generation of 

vorticity at the solid surfaces is modelled differently in the two approaches. This 

vorticity production plays an important role in determining the surface-pressure 

distribution and the drag coefficient. 

Characteristics of the transient solution for a moderate Reynolds num

ber in the laminar range are presented. Included with the graphical results are 

the temporal development of the constant stream function contours, including 

the dividing contour between the zone of separation and the main flow, and the 

constant vorticity contours. These latter contours show the interactions of sepa

rated vortices. The flow is found to approach a steady-state condition comprising 

an undisturbed uniform flow, a nonuniform irrotational flow, a shear layer adja-
I 

cent to the grooved wall, and a recirculating vortex flow in the groove. Results 

also include the time development of the surface shear stress, surface pressure, 

xvi 



xvii 

drag coefficient and several typical velocity profiles, which characterize the flow 

in the recirculating region. 

Comparisons of the results obtained by the two numerical methods are 

made during the major development of the flow. The results showing the gen

eral features of the flow development including the time development of the 

shear layer, free shear layer and recirculating vortex flow are in good agreement. 

However, a significant deviation does exist at early times for the distribution of 

surface pressure, which accordingly has noticeable effect on the drag coefficient. 

Nevertheless, the gap between the distributions of surface pressure and drag co

efficients dies out gradually as time progresses. The form of the stream function 

and vorticity contours at the steady state agrees well with those obtained from 

a recent numerical investigation of the steady flow in grooved channels. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the present work, an analysis is made for the unsteady flow over a 

grooved wall. The flow is set impulsively into motion with prescribed velocity, 

and its development is examined in detail through the transient phase to the 

steady-state condition. 

The grooved wall is composed of an infinite number of periodic steps as 

shown in Figure 1.1. They are assumed to be infinite in extent in the spanwise (Z) 

direction. The dimensions of the step are described by the step height h, the step 

width d and the periodicity length a. 

The grooves (or alternatively the steps) represent artificial roughness 

elements which have been machined into an otherwise smooth surface. Artificial 

roughness is often intentionally added to the surface in order to enhance mixing or 

heat and mass transfer rates. Although experimental studies have been made of 

some grooved surfaces to determine which geometries most economically improve 

heat transfer performance (Webb and Eckert, 1972; Lewis, 1975), the design of 

roughness elements is somewhat of an art, which relies heavily on empirical data. 

Applications are found in the design of coolant passages in nuclear reactors as 

well as a variety of process heat exchangers. 

Aside from these direct practical applications, groove-flows also serve 

as a simple, yet rich, example of separated flows. The complex interactions of 

separated vortices, free shear layers, and driving wall-bounded shear flows are 

1 
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Figure 1.1 The geometry of the periodically grooved wall. 
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not well understood. Numerical simulation of the flow field offers one means for 

examining the flow development in some detail. 

Since the flow is periodically disturbed at the wall by the repeated 

periodic steps, it is hypothesized that the solution of the velocity field can be 

separated into an entry-region part and a spatially periodic part. Sufficiently 

far downstream from the leading edge of the plate, the magnitude of the entry

region part is expected to decay to insignificance such that only the spatially 

periodic solution remains. As soon as this far field condition is satisfied, the £ow 

field can be considered to be fully developed. In other words, the term "fully 

developed flow" will be used to mean that at any instant of time, the velocity and 

vorticity profiles of the flow are independent of the upstream conditions and are 

identical at corresponding planes between any two steps (i.e., spatially periodic 

flow exists). 

In this study, the flow will be assumed to be fully developed in the 

streamwise direction, and to be independent of the spanwise co-cordinate z. 

Thus, the flow is considered to be two dimensional and spatially periodic. Note 

that the configuration of an infinite number of periodic steps along the wall is 

more representative of roughness elements than, say, an isolated step. Also spa

tial periodicity allows minimal ambiguity in terms of boundary-condition speci

fication. Finally, the fluid is assumed to be incompressible and to have constant 

kinematic viscosity II, and the v~locity of the uniform onset flow is taken to be a 

constant vector in the X direction (i.e., Uoo n. 
In general, unsteady flow over the solid body may be analyzed through 

examining the development of the vorticity field around the body, because for 

a given movement of the body, this determines the whole flow. To fix the flow 
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uniquely, it requires only the boundary condition on the normal component of 

the velocity at the solid surface. It is shown by Rosenhead (1963) that for a 

given distribution of vorticity outside the surface of the solid body, there exists 

one and only one velocity field, except for an arbitrary additive constant tending 

to zero at infinity and with zero normal relative velocity at the solid surface. 

Thus, there is only a restricted class of vorticity distributions that corresponds 

to real flows satisfying also the no-slip condition on the tangential velocity. 

For incompressible and viscous fluids, the vorticity, which is propor

tional to the instantaneous angular momentum of a fluid element, varies due 

to the movement of the fluid element and the tangential shear stresses exerted 

between fluid elements. The former variation arises from convection due to the 

translational component of the motion of the fluid element, and the latter vari

ation arises from the effect due to the non-zero kinematic viscosity of the fluid 

and the associated spatial vorticity gradient in the flow, which is commonly in

terpreted as the rate of change of vorticity due to diffusion. As a result, for a 

step-by-step computation of the development of vorticity around the solid body, 

the velocity field and the value of the kinematic viscosity, which may be ab

sorbed into a Reynolds number, are needed to progress from a given distribution 

of vorticity to another distribution of vorticity a short time later. 

In this study, the complete analysis of the flow development is concep

tually decomposed into the kinematical and dynamical parts. The kinematical 

part focuses on the determination of the velocity field due to a given distribution 

of vorticity. The dynamical part deals with the production of vorticity at solid 

surfaces and its transport throughout the fluid. 
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In this investigation, the velocity field is obtained by employing two dif

ferent numerical approaches. One of them uses the integral relationship referred 

to here as the B~ot-Savart law of induced velocities. This relates the velocity and 

vorticity fields directly. In the other approach, the stream function is introduced, 

and it is related to the vorticity through a second order partial differential equa

tion, known as the stream function equation. Once this equation is solved and 

the distribution of stream function is known, components of the velocity can be 

determined simply by differentiating the stream function. The former approach 

is referred to here as the vorticity-velocity induction (VVI) method, and the 

latter is referred to as the vorticity-stream function (VSF) method. 

As mentioned earlier, the dynamical part deals with the production 

and transport of vorticity. The accuracy of this part of the calculation depends 

strongly on the determination of the rate of vorticity production at solid surfaces. 

This vorticity production arises from the surface-adherence condition (i.e., the 

fluid velocity vanishes along stationary, impermeable boundaries) which must be 

satisfied at each instant of time. In the WI method, this condition is enforced 

by determining the diffusive flux directly and the use of the image vortices. In 

the VSF method, on the other hand, the surface-adherence condition is satisfied 

through specifying the value of the stream function and the calculation of the 

vorticity exactly at the surface. This value of the wall vorticity is then used to 

calculate the diffusive flux of vorticity at the surface. In both methods, the vor

ticity produced at the solid surface enters the flow field by molecular diffusion. It 

is then transported and redistributed over the flow field through both convection 

and diffusion. 
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In the present work, both of the above-mentioned numerical techniques 

are employed. Because numerical differentiation is involved in the calculation 

of the velocity field in the VSF method, a lack of spatial smoothness in the 

stream function can be amplified in the evaluation of the fluid velocities. The 

effect can thus propagate throughout the flow. On the other hand, since the VVI 

method involves numerical integration of the vorticity field to obtain the velocity 

distribution, spatial irregularities will be smoothed. The different treatment of 

the vorticity production at the wall is also expected to have an effect on the 

calculations. It is not known how these numerical differences will influence a 

time dependent calculation. 

It is our intent to examine the numerical prdictions in a time-dependent 

flow, beginning with the same initial condition. Both methods will be applied 

to the same flow problem over the same computational domain and will be per

formed on the same computer, (i.e., Cyber 175). Therefore, any differences in 

the results obtained using the two methods will be due totally to differences in 

the numerical schemes, and not the arithmetic precision. 

The concept of the vorticity-velocity induction method in conjunction 

with viscous flow calculation was origionally suggested by Lighthill (Rosen

head, 1963). Payne (1958) was apparently the first to employ this technique 

to study the unsteady viscous flow past a circular cylinder. To satisfy the zero

normal component of the velocity at the solid surface, he applied the concept of 

image vortices. The no-slip boundary condition was then enforced by vorticity 

generation on the surface of the cylinder. Wu and Thompson (1971 and 1973) 

developed an integral-differential formulation for numerical solutions of the time

dependent Navier-Stokes equations. The integral portion dealt with the velocity 
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induction law. In their case, the vorticity at the solid surface was obtained from 

the curl of the velocity plus enforcement of the no-slip boundary condition. Pan

niker and Lavan (1975) investigated the unsteady flow over circular and elliptic 

cylinders. Although the stream function appeared in their formulation, an in

tegral relation analogous to the Biot-Savart law was employed to determine the 

velocity field. 

As in the above-referenced analyses, the technique employed here in the 

VVI method also uses the vorticity transport equation in conjunction with the 

Biot-Savart law of induced velocities. However, it completely avoids the calcula

tion of the vorticity at the solid surface. A relationship for the direct evaluation 

of the flux of vorticity at the solid surface is deduced to make this step unneces

sary. Over the past years, Kinney and co-workers have successfully applied this 

technique to solve a broad range of unsteady fluid flow problems. First, Kinney 

and Paolino (1974) pioneered the present technique in the study of unsteady flow 

near the leading edge of a semi-infinite flat plate at zero angle of attack. Schmall 

and Kinney (1974) then extended the technique to unsteady viscous flow past a 

flat plate at different angles of attack. Kinney and Cielak (1977) [see also Cielak 

and Kinney (1978)] investigated the unsteady viscous flow past a two-dimensional 

airfoil with finite thickness. They obtained results at angles of attack of zero and 

30 degrees for a Reynolds number of 400. More recently, Taslim, Kinney and 

Paolino (1984) applied the technique to analyze the unsteady two-dimensional 

flow over elliptical bodies in arbitrary unsteady motion. The results pertain to 

flow over circular cylinders with constant and varying angular velocitiefl, as well 

as flow over elliptical cylinders of varying aspect ratios undergoing translation 

and pitching oscillation. Cerutti, Kinney and Paolino (1986) also utilized this 
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technique to simulate the unsteady two-dimensional flow around an array of cir

cular cylinders submerged in a uniform onset flow. Extension of the numerical 

technique to predict the unsteady flow and heat transfer to single cylinders at 

Reynolds numbers as high as 70,000 has also been made by Paolino, Kinney and 

Ce~utti (1986). 

In viewing all of these studies, it is worth noting that the various for

mulatiom~ have many features in common. The principal differences exist in the 

treatment of the solid boundary conditions and the production of vorticity there. 

The conventional approach used in most two-dimensional viscous-flow 

analysis is based on the vorticity-stream function formulation. Giaquinta (1977) 

employed this technique to analyze the unsteady laminar flow of an incompress

ible fluid through a two-dimensional sudden expansion. It is worth noting that 

there exist some common features in specifying the initial condition between his 

work and the present study; that is, the fluid motion is initiated impulsively 

from rest and is examined in detail during the transient phase and ending at the 

steady-state condition. Atkins, Maskell and Patrick (1980) used vorticity and 

stream function as dependent variables to study the laminar and turbulent flows 

over a single backward-facing step in a two-dimensional channel. Hung (1982) 

also employed this approach to investigate the time-dependent incompressible 

flow through a two-dimensional rectangular reservoir. The vorticity at the solid 

surface was determined so as to eliminate the tangential component of the veloc

ity through application of the circulation theory. The basic idea from that study 

is followed in the VSF method in the current investigation. 

In slight contrast to the conventional stream-function approach, Kinney, 

Taslim and Hung (1985) used a hybrid solution method which combined the 
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stream function and the Biot-Savart law of induced velocities to study the break

up of a field of eddies by a Hat-plate obstacle embedded in a incompressible and 

unsteady boundary layer. In their study, the velocity induction law was used 

to determine boundary velocities along the solid surfaces and on the perimeter 

of the computational domain. Image and bound vorticity were also used. The 

velocity field inside the domain was computed from the stream function. As in 

the VVI method, nonzero tangential velocities at solid surfaces were eliminated 

by the proper amount of vorticity production. 

A search through the literature for numerical studies concerned with the 

unsteady viscous How over a grooved wall has yielded extremely limited results. 

The only study found pertains to How in a grooved channel, as reported recently 

by Ghaddar, Korczak, Mikic and Patera (1986). They investigated the hydrody

namic stability and self-sustained oscillations for incompressible separated How 

in a two-dimensional periodically grooved channel using the spectral element 

method. In their study, a value of the critical Reynolds number was found. For 

Reynolds numbers less than the critical value, the How was found to approach a 

stable steady state. In that case, for a specified flow rate, the pressure drop was 

found to be less than the corresponding quantity for plane Poiseuille flow (Le., no 

grooves). In other words, it shows that the effect of the addition of grooves to a 

plane channel in laminar How is one of drag reduction and decreased dissipation. 

In addition, they also verified that the single-groove calculations (Le., using the 

spatially periodical boundary condition) is sufficient to simulate the How in a 

muti-groove domain. No results were given for an unconfined boundary-layer 

How such as that treated here. 
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The next chapter presents the theoretical aspects of the analysis. The 

numerical formulation is discussed in Chapter 3, and results from the numerical 

calculations using the VVI and VSF methods and the comparison between them 

are presented in Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the theoretical aspects on time-dependent, separated, 

laminar flow over a grooved wall are presented. The flow is set impulsively into 

motion; at that initial instant, the flow is assumed to be irrotational. The flow 

then starts to develop until it reaches the steady-state condition. This time 

development of the two-dimensional and incompressible flow is investigated with 

attention focused on the development of vorticity in the flow field. Initially, the 

vorticity is zero everywhere. Since vorticity can be neither created nor detroyed 

in the fluid, vorticity is physically introduced into the fluid due to the presence 

of the no-slip condition at solid surfaces, which are considered to be distributed 

surface sources and sinks of vorticity. The imposition of the no-slip condition 

upon the initially irrotational flow promotes the vorticity production at the solid 

surface. From there, the vorticity is transported into the fluid through diffusion 

and is then redistributed over the entire flow field through both diffusion and 

convection. Therefore, to complete our knowledge of the flow development, the 

analysis and formulation on both the velocity and vorticity fields are required. 

Velocity Field 

Since the knowledge of the velocity field is essential to determine the 

development of the vorticity field, the method employed to determine the velocity 

field constitutes a significant portion of the whole study. It is known that the 

kinematic velocity boundary condition embodies the adherence condition (i.e., no 

11 
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normal and tangential components of the velocity) which must be satisfied at 

the solid surface in determining the velocity field. This is generally enforced in 

two steps. First, the normal component of the velocity is nullified, after which 

the tangential component is reduced to zero. In this study, the velocity field is 

obtained by using two different approaches. In the VVI method, the velocity field 

is determined through the Biot-Savart law of induced velocities and the equation 

of continuity. To satisfy the boundary condition of zero normal relative velocity 

at the solid surface, use is made of image vortices in the lower half plane and 

the introduction of a vortex distribution on the surface of the step. In the VSF 

method, on the other hand, the stream function t/J is introduced and obtained 

by solving the stream function equation. Once the stream function is known, 

the velocity field can be obtained by differentiating the stream function. The 

zero penetration condition is then enforced by specifying a constant value for the 

stream function along the surface of the grooved wall. 

A second step is needed to eliminate the tangential component of the 

velocity at the solid surface. This is accomplished by the proper production of 

vorticity at the surface. The detailed procedure to achieve this step will be fully 

discussed in the section on vorticity dynamics in this chapter. 

Since the governing equations and the procedure for the determination 

of the velocity field are different in the VVI and VSF methods, they are discussed 

separately as below. 

The Vorticity-Velocity Induction Method 

The Biot-Savart Law of Induced Velocities. We begin with the expres

sion for the vorticity vector, defined by 

w=VxV (2.1) 
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which is considered to be positive if w is in the counter-clockwise sense. In two 

dimensions, the only non-zero component of the vorticity vector is in a direction 

perpendicular to the plene of the flow (i.e., z-direction). In this case, w, in 

Cartesian coordinates, reduces to 

w=wk 

(2.2) 

in which k is the unit vector in Z-axis, u and tJ are the scalar velocity components 

in the X and Y directions, respectively, and w is the vorticity component normal 

to the' plane of the flow. Under quite general conditions, Eqn.(2.1) can be solved 

to give V in terms of w. The resulting integral is commonly called the Biot

Savart law of induced velocities (Rosenhead, 1963; Milne-Thomson, 1968). This 

law requires that there be unlimited fluid in the flow field. However, if there is 

any physical solid body in the flow field, the result must be modified as explained 

below. 

In two dimensions, the general form of the solution to Eqn.(2.1) is give~ 

by 

V(rp,t) = V 00 + 2~ Ii Wir:~OP dA + gradt/J (2.3) 

in which the range of integration, A, is over the region of non-zero vorticity, and 

rop is the position vector from Wo at the point 0 inside the vorticity element dA 

to the point p, where the velocity is desired. On the right-hand side of Eqn.(2.3), 

the first term is the velocity due to the uniform onset flow which here is taken to 

be a constant vector given by uooi, where i is the unit vector in the X direction. 

The second term represents the Biot-Savart law of induced velocities and is the 

velocity induced by the vorticity field. Physically, it means that the vorticity Wo 

in the cell element dA at the point 0 induces a rotation of all the fluid at a distance 
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I;:opl from Wo with the angular velocity [wo dA/(2""I;:opI2) J which is referred to as the 

angular velocity induced at p by the element at o. The third term, grad;, is a 

purely irrotational contribution to the velocity field and it must be included for 

generality and to insure that the boundary conditions of zero normal component 

of ,the velocity at the solid surfaces are satisfied. It is the modification required 

when physical boundaries are present. 

Since the use of the Biot-Savart law excludes any rigid body, the step is 

then envisioned to be replaced by the fluid identical to that in the surrounding 

region. Furthermore, since the rigid body is considered to be stationary, the fluid 

replaced should remain stationary at all time. Conceptually, the replaced fluid 

is still referred to as the rigid body in this analysis. 

To eliminate the normal component of the velocity at the solid surface, 

we first introduce image vortices in the lower half plane (Y ~ 0). This makes the 

bottom surface at Y = 0 a plane of anti-symmetry such that below it we have 

vorticity which is opposite in sign to that above the surface. It can be seen from 

Figure 2.1 that the use of image vortices has eliminated the normal component 

of the velocity at the surface of the bottom wall. However, zero penetration 

condition at the surface of the step is still not satisfied. This is accomplished by 

introducing a vortex distribution, denoted by the symbol 7, on surfaces of the 

step. In two-dimensional flow, 7, which is like w, has a direction perpendicular to 

th~ flow path, and it is alao assumed to be positive in a counter-clockwise sense. 

That is, 7 = ,., k. Since this vortex distribution induces a purely irrotational 

velocity field, it takes the place of grad; in Eqn.(2.3). As a result, we replace 

surfaces of the step by a distribution of concentrated vorticity in the form of 

vortex sheet along its length. This vortex distribution will henceforth be called 
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the "bound vorticity" since its location always remains fixed to the surface of 

the step. Here the term "bound vorticity" is adopted to be in contrast to the 

term "free vorticity", which represents w, the vortex distribution in the flow field 

which is free to move along with the fluid. Therefore, we make the following 

substitution: 

grad; = ~ r 7q x rqp dl 
211" lr Irqpl2 

(2.4) 

where the range of the integration, r, is the line contour along the surface of the 

physical step and its image reflected in the lower half plane on which the bound 

vorticity is distributed; rqp is the position vector from 7q at the point q on r to 

the point p in the fluid, a....~d dl is the differential element of r. 

Substitution of grad; and the value of V 00 into Eqn.(2.S), the velocity at 

the point p becomes 

(2.5) 

A graphical representation of the velocities at a point in the fluid due to a vortex 

element AA',i and a bound vorticity element Aile is shown in Figure 2.2. Here, 

To put Eqn.(2.5) into non-dimensional form, we scale all velocities by 

Uoo and all lengths by the step height h. The following dimensionless variables 

are then introduced: 



Figure 2.2 
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Substitution of the above dimensionless variables into Eqn.(2.5) yields 

=- •• "; 1 fr ( w: x ~ • 1 (-r; x r;p • 
V (rp,t ) = ,+ 2", fA 1r:,,12 dA + 2", fr lr;

p
l2 dl 
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(2.6) 

(2.7) 

in which the two integrals on the right-hand side represent the contributions from 

the free vorticity field and the distribution of bound vorticity, respectively. Since 

only dimensionless variables will be employed for most of the remaining analysis 

(unless otherwise stated), the asterisk will be omitted for convenience. 

The Distribution of Bound Vorticity. As mentioned earlier, the Biot

Savart law of induced velocities requires that the fluid be unbounded. This 

restriction, which has been overcome by the proper specification of gradrfJ, results 

in the replacement of surfaces of the step with the distribution of bound vorticity. 

Note that this distribution must be constituted to ensure there is no normal 

component of the velocity at surfaces of the step. The procedure to determine 

this distribution is now presented as below. 

In this study, since the grooved wall is not moved relative to the flow, 

the replaced fluid at and inside the surface of the step must remain stationary. 

Referring to Figure 2.2, the velocity at the point p located at a distance E (taken to 

be 10-e) inside the surface of the step is then equal to zero. Upon rearrangement, 

Eqn.(2.7) becomes 

(2.8) 
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By taking the tangential component of the above equation along surfaces of the 

step, the integral equation for the distribution of bound vorticity is obtained, 

. ..!. f "iq x rqp dl'"it = [-i _ ..!.f" f Wo x rop dA] '"it 
211' Jr Irqpl2 211' J A Iropl2 (2.9) 

where "it is a unit vector (either i or '1) in a direction tangential to the surface 

of the step. Note that the term "integral equation" is used since the unknown 

function "i appears under the integral sign on the left-hand side of Eqn.(2.9). It 

can be shown, Hess and Smith (1967), and Wu (1976), that enforcement of the 

condition with vanishing tangential component of the velocity along the surface 

of the step as specified in Eqn.(2.9) implies that the normal component of the 

velocity at the corresponding location also vanishes. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, image vortices have been intro-

duced in the lower half plane. As a result, the vorticity field becomes anti

symmetry about x-axis. On the understanding that "i and W in the lower half 

plane can be expressed in terms of -"i and -w at the corresponding image point 

in the upper half plane, the integrand of two integrals in Eqn.(2.9) can be mod

ified as shown in the following equation so that the range of integration, r and 

A, includes only the upper half plane . 

..!. f ["iq x rqp + -"iq x rq- p] dl'"it 
211' Jr Irqpl2 Irq-pl2 

={_ i' - ..!. f" f [wo x rop + -wo x ro-p] dA} • "it 
211' JA Iropl2 Iro-pl2 (2.10) 

where the point with the superscript "-" denotes the image of that point. In 

Cartesian coordinates, Eqn.(2.10) can be written as either 
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in which the point p is located at the horizontal surface of the step, i.e., e, = i, or 

(2.11b) 

in which the point p is located at the vertical surface of the step, i.e., e, =), and 

dl is defined by 

{ 

dz, 
dl= 

dy, 

if "19 is located at the horizontal surface of the step; 

if "19 is located at the vertical surface of the step. 

Upon rearrangement, Eqns.(2.11a, b) can be expressed in the following form: 

"1(8) - i K(8, Th(T)dT = 1(8) (2.12) 

where s and T are real variables along r, the nonhomogeneous term 1 and the 

kernel K are known while "1 is to be determined. Since the range of the inter

gration, r is finite, Eqn.(2.12) is then classified as the linear Fredholm integral 

equation of the second kind. Since the integral equation, Eqn.(2.12), cannot be 

solved in closed form, a recourse has to be taken to approximate methods. In this 

way, Eqn.(2.12) can be considered to be approximated as the limiting case of a 

system of linear algebraic equations. According to Fredholm's theorem, whether 

the solution to this system of equations is unique or has an infinite number of 

solutions depends on the determinant of the coefficient matrix of this system of 

equations. Since the derivation of this coefficient matrix involves the numerical 

coordinate system, the further discussion of the solution to this system will be 

resumed in the section on numerical formulation for the velocity field in Chap

ter 3. An analysis of these types of equations may be found in several books 

(Lovitt, 1950; Mikhlin, 1960; Kanwal, 1971; Greenberg, 1978). 
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In summary, the distribution of bound vorticity from Eqn.(2.10) and the 

given free vorticity field is substituted into Eqn.(2,7) to find V. The resulting 

velocity field satisfies all the requirements of the problem, except the no-slip con

dition on the solid surface. Thus, it can be concluded that for a given distribution 

of the free vorticity outside the surface of the step, there exists a distribution of 

bound vorticity on the surface of the step such that their combined flow field will 

prevent the fluid from penetrating the solid surface. 

Spatial Periodicity in the Flow Field Now, we consider the streamwise 

spatial periodicity in the fully developed flow, and follow a scheme similar to 

that developed by Cerrutti (1984). Under this condition, the flow leaving at the 

point c is considered to reenter the primary computational domain at the point b 

(referring to Figure 2.3). In this way, the flow boundary conditions are spatially 

periodic. It is recognized that by enforcing this spatial periodicity in the flow 

field, it is impossible for random perturbations to occur in only one or several 

parts of the flow region. However, this enables the computations to be carried 

out for the entire unbounded flow domain in terms of the flow quantities only in a 

smaller domain (e,g., the primary computational domain), and it is also felt that 

the consequent reduction in the size of the flow region was necessary to make the 

computation costs manageble. 

In view of Eqn.(2,7), the range of the integration A in the first integral 

is limited to the region of non-zero vorticity; nevertheless, it still covers a flow 

field of infinite extent in the streamwise direction. The line contour r on which 

the bound vorticity is distributed also includes surfaces of an infinite number of 

steps. However, because the flow field is considered to be spatially periodic, the 
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Figure 2.3 Flow geometry with the primary computational domain and the 
spatially repeating regions shown. 
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integrals in Eqn.(2.7} may be recast into an infinite series of single integrals as 

follows: 

(2.1S) 

w~ere ",," denotes the nth spatially repeating region as shown in Figure 2.3. Note 

that the two summation signs, whic;h are in front of the integrals in the above 

equation, result from the spatial periodicity in the flow field and the presence 

of an infinite number of ~eriodic steps. For the spatially periodic flow field, the 

following conditions are obtained: 

(2.14a) 

(2.14b) 

where" = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ± 00, and w and "i are calculated in the region with the 

index 0, which is denoted as the primary computational domain. Substitution of 

Eqns.(2.14cz, b} into Eqn.(2.1S} yields 

(2.15) 

Note that the point p where the velocity is desired is always considered located 

in the primary computational domain. For convenience, the following definitions 

are made: 

(2.16a) 

(2.16b) 
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in which the subscripts "6" and "I" indicate the contribution due to the dis

tribution of bound vorticity and the free vorticity field, respectively. Using the 

notation defined by the above expressions, Eqn.(2.15) becomes 

(2.17) 

By interchanging orders of summation and integration in Eqn.(2.15), we obtain 

(2.18) 

Note that the range of integration An and rn has been changed to A and r, 

which is now confined only in the primary computational domain. However, 

the calculation of position vector i', which still involves inter-spatially-repeating 

regions, should be appropriately accounted for. 

Furthermore, Eqn.(2.18) can be expressed as 

- -; 1 Ie x ~ 1 Ie x rt;p l oo -] [ 00 - ] 

V(rplt) =, + 211' f i Wo ~oo I~P' dA + 211' i "Yq n~oo lrt;pl2 dl. (2.19) 

It can be seen that the terms inside the brackets in the above equation are in 

the same form. Physically, they represent the flow field induced by an infinite 

array of row vortices with unit strength and the periodicity length a as shown in 

Figure 2.4. 

Now, we consider the term in the first bracket in Eqn.(2.19) and note 

that in the Cartesian coordinate system, the position vector i' corresponding to 

each spatially repeating region can be written as 
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Figure 2.4 Representation of an infinite row of vortices. 
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In view of the above expressions, the following results are easily derived. 

and 

Ir!.':J12 
= z! + u: 

Ir~12 = (zp - a)2 + u: 
1r!;;1!12 = (zp + a)2 + u: 

Finally, the quantity in the bracket in Eqn.(2.19) becomes 

26 

(2.20) 

To simply further, we introduce the following expressions for the complex vari

able z: 

z + na = (z + na) + iu and z - na = (z - na) + Iy 
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where i = ...r::r.. Substitution of the above expressions into Eqn.(2.2o), the equation 

can be expressed in terms of z 88 

n=oo I x ;:n { 1 00 II} _ 
."" ~=9 -+""( + ) i 
n~oo 1~12 Zp ~ Zp - na Zp t na 

{I 00 1 1}-+IR -+ + i 
zp ~(zp - na zp + na) 

(2.21) 

where "9" and "IR" denote the imaginary and real parts of the argument in two 

curly brackets. Furthermore, the argument can be simplified 88 follows: 

.!:.+E( 1 + 1 ) 
zp n=l zp - na zp + na 

. 1 Loo 
2zp =-+ z z2 -n2a2 

p n=l p 

=~{ln[1I'ZP (1- z! )(1- z: ) ... (1- z: ) ... J} 
dzp a a2 22a2 n2a2 (2.22) 

since the derivative of second term, which is a constant, is zero. 

As shown by Hobson (1918), for a complex variable z', sinz' can be 

expressed as an infinite product in the following form, 

By letting z' = 1I'zp/a, the infinite series in the above equation can be written 88 



Substitution of the above equation into Eqn.(2.22} yields 

1 ~ lid [ . 'II'Z ] - + ~ ( + ) = - In (SIR .......!.) 
11" n=1 Z" - nil 11" + nil dz" II 

COS 'II'Z" 
'II' II 

= -; . 'II'Z" 
BIR

II 

= ! cot 'II'Z" • 
II II 
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In terms of the real and imaginary parts, the above equation is expressed as 

1 00 1 1 

z" + ~(Z" - na + z" + na) 

• 211'%p • h 211'!I" 
_[11' BIR-II ] ['II' Bm -II ] A 

- -; cOBh 271'!lp _ COS 2'11'%" - II COBh 2'11'!I" _ COB 211'%" , • 
(2.23) 

a a a a 

In view of Eqn.(2.21}, it follows that 

• 2'11'!lp 
n=oo L X -=n [ BIRh -- ] ~ '" rop 'II' a .. 
~ Ii'" 12 = - a 2'11'!lp 2'11'%p' 

n=-oo op cosh -- - cos --
a a 

• 2'11'%p 

[
'II' Bm-a ]"7 

+ a cosh 2'11'!lp _ cos 271'%1' J. 
(2.24) 

a a 

Note that Eqn.(2.24} is derived based on the case where the row of vortices lies on 

the x-axis and one orthe vortices is located at the origion, as shown in Figure 2.4. 

To apply this to our model, we need to consider the case of row vortices arranged 

as shown in Figure 2.5. For this purpose, the expression on the right-hand side 

of Eqn.(2.24) need to be modified and this can be done by simply replacing XI' 
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Figure 2.5 Representation of an infinite row of vortices offset from X axis. 
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and J/p in Eqn.(2.24) with Zp - Zo and J/p - J/o' The result is 

(2.25) 

According to Eqns.(2.16b), (2.19) and (2.25), the velocity at the point p due to the 

free vorticity field can be expressed in terms of two scalar velocity components 

UI and "I as 

in which., is the unit vector in the Y direction, and UI and "I are given as 

. h 27rh/p - J/o) 

UI = -..!... f' ( [ WoBID 4 ] dzod1l0 
24 J A h 27r(1Ip - 110) 27r(Zp - zo) . 

COB - COB ---'-'----'-
4 4 

(2.26) 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

In like manner, a similar set of expressions may be obtained for the 

velocity due to the distribution of bound vorticity. The result is 

(2.27) 

in which 

(2.27a) 

(2.27b) 
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The Vorticity-Stream Function Method 

In this method, we introduce the so-called stream function ", defined so 

as to satisfy the law of conservation of mass flow, i.e., the equation of continuity. 

In incompressible flow, the squation of continuity, in vector form, is 

(2.28) 

In two dimensions and using the Cartesian coordinate system, the above equation 

becomes 

au + av =0 
a:z: a,l 

(2.29) 

For two-dimensional flow of an incompressible fluid, the stream function has a 

comparatively simple relation to the velocity components. By introducing the 

non-dimensional variable for the stream function defined as 

".=~ hUoo 
(2.30) 

and the use of Eqn.(2.6), the dimensionless stream function ~.(:z:, Sf) is related to 

the velocity components ,by 

a~ 
u=-all 

and a~ v=-ax (2.31) 

in which the asterisk "." representing non-dimensionalized variable has been 

omitted. It is easy to show that the velocity components from the above equation 

satisfy the equation of continuity, Eqn.(2.29). 

Since a given distribution of vorticity outside the surface of the solid 

body determines a unique velocity field with zero normal relative velocity at the 

solid surface, it is anticipated that values of the stream function at any instant 

of time could be determined based on the distribution of vorticity at the corre

sponding instant. To establish the relationship between ~ and w, Eqn.(2.s1) is 
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substituted into Eqn.(2.2) which results in a second order elliptic partial differ-

ential equation, 

(2.32) 

This equation is referred to as the stream function equation, which is the kine

matic relationship between the distribution of the stream function and the vor

ticity. Note that Eqn.(2.32) represents the boundary value problem with the 

prescribed boundary conditions as follows: 

"I ... el' = 0 (2.334) 

8"'1 -1 
811 1/-+00 -

(2.S3b) 

(2.33c) 

in which R is an integer. To determine the velocity field, Eqn.(2.32) with the above 

prescribed boundary conditions is solved first. Note that since the solution of 

the velocity field involves solving an equation of Poisson's type for the stream 

function, this requires that the computation be performed in the whole disturbed 

flow field, which includes rotational and irrotational zones, instead of in the region 

of non-zero vorticity. Once the value of the stream function is known, X and y 

components of the velocity can be calculated according to Eqn.(2.31). 

Up to this point, the analytical development has been purely kinemat

ical. That is, the analysis has been confined only to the motions in a flow field 

without regard to the forces producing them. To complete our knowledge on the 

flow field evolving with respect to time, we must understand dynamical relations 

describing the motion of fluid particles with the response to external influences. 

In addition, it is also instructive to understand the role that the viscosity of the 

fluid plays in preventing the slippage of the fluid over the solid surface and in the 
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diffusion of vorticity into the flow field. These topics are covered in the following 

sections. 

Vorticity Dynamics 

The motion of viscous flows of an incompressible isotropic Newtonian 

fluid with constant II is governed by the equation of motion, known as the Navier

Stokes equations, and the equation of continuity. The vector form of the Navier-

Stokes equations, in dimensional form, is 

av - )- 1 2-- + (V • V V = --Vp + IIV V at p 
(2.34) 

in which p is the pressure, t is the time, and p and II are the mass density and 

kinematic viscosity of the fluid, respectively. This equation equates the rate of 

change of momentum of a selected element of fluid and the sum of all forces 

acting on that element of fluid. 

Eliminating pressure by taking the curl (Vx) of Eqn.(2.34) and with the 

aid of the expression, Eqn.(2.1), the Navier-Stokes equations becomes 

~~ + (V. V)w- (w. V)V = IIV2 w. 

In two dimensions, the third term in the above equation is identically zero and 

the equation is then reduced to one component about the z-axis (Le., w = wI). 

Thus, 

or in shorthand form, 

aw - 2 - + (V, V)w = IIV W at 

Dw 2 -=IIV W. 
Dt 

(2.35a) 

(2.35b) 

Equation (2.35a) or (2.35b) is referred to as the vorticity transport equatiori. It 

states that the substantive variation of vorticity, which consists of the local and 
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convective terms is equal to the rate of diffusion of vorticity, which results from 

tangential shear stresses due to the fluid viscosity. Note that this equation is 

nonlinear in the ,convective term, since V is functions of the dependent variable, w. 

By vector algebra, the convective term, (v. V)w, in Eqn.(2.35a) can be 

expressed as 

V· (V w) = (V • V) w + w (V . V) 

= (V .V)w. 

The continuity equation has been used in the second quantity. Thus, we may 

replace (V. V)w with V· (Vw) in Eqn.(2.1I5a) to obtain the conservative form of the 

vorticity transport equation, that is 

(2.36) 

Using the dimensionless variables defined in Eqn.(2.6) and the following definition 

for the Reynolds number: 

Re = Ucoh, 
II. 

Eqn.(2.S6) is then written in terms of dimensionless variables as follows: 

aw (-) 12 -+V· Vw = -V w. at Re 

In Cartesian coordinates, the above equation becomes 

(2.87) 

(2.88) 

(2.39) 

An equation is said to possess the conservative property if it preserves 

the integral conservative relations of the continum equation (Roache, 1973). To 
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illustrate this, we integrate Eqn.(2.38) over some space region R. With the aid of 

the Gauss divergence theorem, we obtain 

aa r wdR = - r (Vw) .nd, + Rl r (Vw) ·nd, 
t jR j8R e j8R 

(2.40) 

where aR is the boundary of R, n is the unit normal vector (positive outward) 

and d, is the differential element of the boundary aR. The above equation states 

that the rate of accumulation of w in R is identically equal to the net flux of 

w across aR into R by convection and diffusion. Therefore, Eqn.(2.38) or (2.39) 

satisfies the above integral relation identically over any finite region of space and 

not simply at points in the fluid, as implied by Eqn.(2.35a}. This point will be 

recalled when the numerical formulation is presented in Chapter 3. 

Initially, the entire flow field is at rest and vorticity is zero everywhere. 

At t = 0+, a uniform onset How with constant velocity, Uooi, is impulsively started. 

At this instant of time, the fluid slips tangentially along the solid surface as 

though it lacks viscosity. Therefore, at time t = 0+, the velocity field can be 

determined through the use of the potential How theory, or from the previously 

developed expressions with w = o. This tangential component of the velocity 

along the solid surface violates the surface-adherence condition for viscous Hows, 

and it should not be allowed to persist in time. In this case, we deduce that 

exactly enough vorticity must have been created at the solid surface during the 

sufficiently small time interval, At, so that the velocity field due to that vorticity 

combines with that previously determined to give zero slip. This vorticity first 

enter the fluid by diffusion, which dominates over convection near to the solid 

surface, and tends to spread the vorticity created at any instant of time over the 

cell element adjacent to the solid surface. From there, the vorticity is transported 

and redistributed over surrounding cell elements through convection and diffusion 
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in accordance with Eqn.{2.39). Note that vorticity is neither created nor destroyed 

in the flow field, and that convection and diffusion provide a mechanism leading 

to a redistribution of the vorticity field which no longer corresponds to zero slip 

at the solid surface. This requires the generation of new vorticity, which may be 

in a different direction from that origionally created. This in turn is convected 

downstream, a redistribution of which leads to still further vorticity production 

at the surface. Since the treatment of vorticity production at the solid surface is 

different in the VVI and the VSF methods, we she.ll discuss them separately as 

below. 

The Vorticity-Velocity Induction Method 

As pointed out by Lighthill (Rosenhead,1963), the gradient of vorticity 

along the normal to the solid surface times the fluid viscosity, vaw/an., integrated 

over a small time increment is equal to the vorticity produced at the solid surface. 

Since the tangential slip velocity, U.lip, determines the vorticity production, we 

can write in dimensional form as 

[
'+6C awl ' -v a dt =±Udip(t)'ec 

: n. wall 
(2.(1) 

where e" as defined earlier, is the unit vector (either i or ]) in a direction tan

gential to the surface of the grooved wall. The ambiguous sign will be discussed 

shortly. For convenience, the following definition is mad~, 

(2.42) 

Using the dimensionless variables defined in Eqns.{2.6), (2.37) and the above ex

pression, Eqn.{2.41), in dimensionless form, becomes 

(2.(3) 
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This important result points out that the local slip velocity at any instant of 

time t determines the amount of new free vorticity per unit area of the surface 

which enters the fluid in the subsequent time increment t:..t. The only restriction is 

that t:..t be sufficiently small that this new vorticity is confined to a very thin layer 

adjacent to the surface. As a result, Eqn.(2.4S) becomes an essential boundary 

condition in the solution of Eqn.(2.S9) using the VVI method. 

In applying Eqn.(2.4S), the sign convention adopted here is important to 

keep in mind. For a positive slip velocity on the upper surface of the bottom wall 

and the exterior side of the horizontal and left-hand vertical surfaces of the step, 

negative (clockwise) free vorticity is generated, and the positive sign is used. On 

the other hand, a positive (i.e., upward directed) slip velocity on the exterior 

side of the right-hand vertical surface of the step generates positive free vorticity, 

and the negative sign is used. The sign of the slip velocity is thus important in 

determining which portions of the surface act as vorticity sources and which act 

as vorticity sinks. 

Along the surface of the step, the magnitude of U.lip is equal to the 

strength of the bound vorticity at its corresponding location. However, the sign, 

as explained above, will depend on the surface at which the bound vorticity is 

located. On the horizontal and left-hand vertical surfaces of the step, negative 

(clockwise) bound vorticity corresponds to positive slip velocity (i.e., Ullip = -'1), 

and negative free vorticity is produced there. On the right-hand vertical surface, 

positive bound vortictity produces positive slip velocity (i.e., U llip = '1) and thus 

positive free vorticity. On the other hand, since no bound vorticity is distributed 

on the surface of the bottom wall, 1l.lip at this surface is determined directly from 
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Eqn.(2.7). A positive slip velocity there produces negative free vorticity, just as 

it does on the horizontal surface of the step. 

To summarize, at each instant of time, the distribution of bound vortic

ity, -;, is determined from Eqn.(2.10). This gives U"ip on the surface of the step. 

On the bottom wall, U,ltp is obtained from Eqn.(2.7) directly for Y = o. If U,lip is 

nonzero, new free vorticity departs from the surface into the fluid over the next 

time increment, at, according to Eqn.(2.4S). If the remaining free vorticity of the 

fluid were frozen in time, the wall slip velocity would be reduced to zero. Since 

free vorticity actually changes throughout the fluid in the time interval at, U"ip 

must be computed at the next higher time level, and so on and so forth. 

The Vorticity-Stream Function Method 

In this method, the vorticity production along the solid surface is de

termined through the calculation of the wall vorticity exactly at the surface. For 

this purpose, the Stokes theorem is employed, which is expressed by 

£ V • dl = I L (V x V) . dA (2.44) 

where dA = dA k. The above equation states that the surface integral of the 

normal component of the curl of the velocity vector taken over any surface, A, 

is equal to the line integral of the tangential component of the velocity around 

the periphery of the surface, c. The term on the left-hand side of Eqn.(2.44) is 

defined as the "circulation", and the integrand of the integral on the right-hand 

side of the equation is the component of the vorticity normal to the flow field. 

Using the notation of the vorticity vector, Eqn.(2.1), Eqn.(2.44) is rewritten as 

IL wdA= £ V·d1. (2.45) 
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At each instant of time, the value of wall vorticity is determined according to 

Eqn.{2.45). If the value of the wall vorticity is different from the value a small 

distance above the wall, new free vorticity enters the flow field by diffusion over 

the next time increment. Consequently, Eqn.(2.45) becomes an essential boundary 

condition in solving Eqn.(2.s9) using the VSF method. 

Finally, the vorticity transport equation, Eqn.(2.s9), subjected to the 

initial condition that the vorticity field be identically zero and the boundary 

conditions described above, is solved to determine the vorticity field. Once the 

vorticity field is known, the velocity field can be determined following the proce

dures discussed in the preceeding section. This cyclic procedure is then repeated 

for each time step to obtain the complete features of the flow field. 

Drag Coefficient 

When a solid body is immersed in a fluid flow, experience tell us that the 

flowing fluid exerts a force on the surface of the immersed body. The component 

of force parallel to the direction of the fluid motion and acting against the fluid 

movement is called drag FD • In general, drag is the sum of friction (shear) 

drag FDJ due to the boundary layer flow on the surface and the form (pressure) 

drag FDp due to pressure differences, and the magnitude of this depends on the 

form of the submerged object. Thus, to find FD, it is necessary to calculate 

the pressure Po and the viscous shear stress To on every element at the surface 

and then to integrate them over the entire surface. In dimensional form, this is 

represented by 

FD = FDJ +FDp 

in which FDJ and FDp are determined as 

(2.46) 
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(2.46a) 

FDp = Is po{en • ed) dl (2.46b) 

where the range of integration, s, is the line contour along the surface of the 

grooved wall, et and en are the unit vectors in the direction tangential and normal 

to S, respectively, and ed is the unit vector in the direction of the onset flow. Note 

that a unit depth is taken in the spanwise direction. 

In practice, drag is customarily expressed in the non-dimensional form. 

For this purposes, the following dimensionless variables are introduced: 

(2.47a) 

(2.47b) 

With the aid of the above expressions and Eqn.{2.6), Eqns.{2.46a,b) are then writ

ten in dimensionless form as follows: 

(2.48) 

in which CD, CDI and CDp are referred to as the total drag, friction drag and 

pressure drag coefficients, respectively, and they are defined as 

(2.48a) 

(2.48b) 

(2.48c) 
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Friction Drag Coefficient 

The viscous shear stress at the solid surface may be evaluated through 

Newton's law of friction, that is 

aul ro = 1'-an tu 

(2.49) 

where ii is the unit vector normal to the surface, and I' is defined as the dy

namic viscosity, which is related to kinematic viscosity v by v = 1'/ p. Recall from 

Eqn.(2.2) that, vorticity, in the Cartesian coordinates, is given by 

a" au w=---ax a1l 

Along the horizontal surface, a,,/ax = 0 and a/an = a/ay, thus 

w = - aul and ro = IS aul . ay tu ay tu 
(2.50) 

Consequently, a relationship between ro and w can be deduced which is 

(2.51) 

Using the dimensionless variables defined in Eqns.(2.6), (2.37) and (2.47a), the above 

equation in dimensionless form is found to be 

(2.52) 

Note that the same expression as Eqn.(2.52) is found when the analysis is per

formed along the left-hand vertical surface of the step. However, the above 

expression with a different sign is obtained when the analysis is made along the 

right-hand vertical surface of the step. Since w· is either known directly from the 

solution or can be expressed in terms of the known quantities such as velocity 
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and vorticity, 1';, therefore, can be determined. Once the distribution of 1'; is 

known, CDI can be determined according to Eqns.(2.48b) 

Pressure Drag Coefficient 

The pressure distribution along the surface can be obtained directly 

from the Navier-Stokes equations, Eqn.(2.34). Using the Cartesian notation, the 

X component of Eqn.(2.34) can be written as 

aU. + u. aU. + tI aU. = _! ap + v (a2~ + a2u.) . 
at ax a1l P ax ax2 a1l2 (2.53) 

Along the surface, u. = tI = 0, therefore, we obtain 

(2.54) 

In view of Eqn.(2.50), the above equation can be written as 

! apo = -v aw I . 
P ax a1l tU 

(2.55) 

Recalling from Eqns.(2.6) and (2.47b), the above equation in dimensionless form 

becomes 

(2.56) 

In like manner, a similar expression may be obtained when the analysis 

is performed along the vertical surface of the step using the Y component of the 

Navier-Stokes equations. The result is 

(2.57) 

On the right-hand side of Eqns.(2.56) and (2.57), the diffusive vorticity flux at the 

surface, aw- /a1l- or aw- /ax-, can be expressed in terms of known quantities, such 

as U.,ip and/or w. Therefore, the distribution of pressure along the surface of 

the grooved wall can be determined. Once p: is known, CDp can be evaluated 

according to Eqn.(2.48c) 



CHAPTER 3 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

The fundamental principles underlying the formulation of the velocity 

field and the equations governing the generation and transport of vorticity were 

discussed in Chapter 2. This chapter is devoted to the development of the numer

ical formulations and the computational procedure used to determine the velocity 

and vorticity fields of the flow. The discussion starts with the layout of the flow 

network, which is required in performing the numerical computation. The de

velopment of numerical formulations for vorticity dynamics is followed wherein 

the vorticity transport equation (VTE), in finite difference form, is derived and 

the treatment of vorticity production at the solid surface is discussed. Next, the 

development of the numerical formulation and computational procedure for the 

determination of the velocity field is presented. This is followed by the numerical 

evaluation of the drag coefficient. The chapter is concluded with the specification 

of the numerical parameters, such as the spatial and time increments. 

Flow Network 

For purposes of numerical computation, a flow network is chosen to 

be 44 by 62 nodes.in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The 

base geometry used in this study corresponds to the choice of the periodicity 

length a and the step width d equal to 4.0 and 2.0, respectively. Note that the 

above length parameters have been non-dimensionalized with respect to the step 

height h. As shown in Figure 2.3, the flow field consists of an infinite number of 
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spatially repeating regions corresponding to n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, etc.. In the present 

study, the region with index n = 0 is taken as the primary computational domain 

in which the numerical simulation of the How development is analyzed. Note 

that the computational domain includes only one groove, and the height of the 

domain is taken as 5.0 dimensionless units. The layout of cell elements in the 

primary computational domain is shown in Figure 3.1. Details of the grid design 

will be given in the last section. 

Referring to the preliminary study for irrotational How over a single 

forward-facing step discussed in Appendix C, it indicates that the potential ve

locity field of the How may have singular values at the two upper corners of each 

step. This is expected to be the region of large vorticity and velocity gradients. 

The grid size in this region is thus refined to improve numerical accuracy. The 

technique of grid generation near the corners is based on the Schwarz-Christoffel 

transformation, as explained later. 

A typical cell element, denoted as aA',i, in the primary computational 

domain is shown in Figure 3.2. The subscripts i and i indicate the number of the 

cell element at the horizontal X and vertical Y axes, respectively. As shown in 

the figure, values of the vorticity W',i and the stream function ,p',i are calculated 

at the node point (i,i) with the coordinate (X',Yi), which is the centroid of the 

cell element. The horizontal component of the velocities U'-1/2'; and U'+1/2,i are 

calculated at (X'-1/2' Yi) and (X'+1/2, Yi) which denote the middle of the left and 

the right vertical faces of the cell element (lines of constant x), respectively. The 

vertical component of the velocities "',i-1/2 and "',i+1/2 are calculated at (x., Yi-1/2) 

and (X"Y;+1/2), which denote the middle of the bottom and the top horizontal 
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Diagram of the node arrangement around fluid elements in the 
computational domain. 
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faces of the cell element (lines of constant 11), respectively. These components of 

the velocity are needed in solving the vorticity transport equation. 

Numerical Formulation for Vorticity Dynamics 

The vorticity transport equation, in conservative form, is restated here 

as 

(3.1) 

The solution is advanced in time from some given initial condition. This section 

is concerned with the development of the numerical formulation to solve the 

above equation over the computational domain as shown in Figure 3.1. Initially, 

values of u and tI for the fluid particles and the vorticity production at the solid 

surface are determined from the potential flow with the value of the free vorticity 

identically equal to zero. 

Finite-Difference Form of the Vorticity Transport Equation 

For purposes of numerical computation, Eqn.(S.l) is expressed in finite 

difference form. To proceed, the terms in Eqn.(3.1) are multiplied by the area 

~Ai.i = (~Zi~1Ii) of the cell element. We obtain 

(3.2) 

The first term in Eqn.(3.2), i.e., the rate of vorticity storage in the cell 

element, is approximated by employing a forward-difference formula. The result 

is 
OW w7 -w' . 
-~z,~", = ~z,~", I'; I., 
ot I ~ I ~ ~t (3.3) 

where w with the superscript "+" in the finite-difference expression is evaluated 

at time t + ~t; otherwise, it is evaluated at time t. 
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The net efflux of the vorticity across the cell faces by convection is given 

by the second term of Eqn.(3.2). This term is approximated using the upwind 

differences, which results in 

!J.Zi!J.1Ii (a;; + a;; ) 
= !J.lfi{ [12 UH!.i Wi.i + (1-12) UH!.i Wi+1.i] 

- [bUi-!.iWi-1.i + (1- b)Ui-!.iWi.i]} 

+ !J.Zi { [14 vi.i+! Wi.i + (1 - l4)vi.i+! Wi.i+l] 

- [/3Vi.i-! wi.i-l + (1 - fa) Vi.i-! Wi.;]} (3.4) 

where the weighting factors b, 12, /a and /" are associated with vorticities at 

nodes (i - 1';), (i + 1,;), (i,; - 1) and (i,; + 1), respectively. These factors have 

values of zero or unity, depending on the sign of the normal component of the 

velocities at their corresponding cell faces. They are used to determine in which 

direction, from their corresponding cell faces, the vorticity is convected. The 

values of these factors are defined as below 

where 

12 == .5[1 + aign(uH!.;)] 

fa == .5[1 + aign(vi.i_!)] 

/" == .5[1 + aign(vi.i+!)] 

{

I, 
aign(w) = 

-1, 

if w ~ OJ 

otherwise. 

For example, if ",-1/2.i is positive, then b = 1. Thus, vorticity will be con

vected into the cell element across the left vertical cell face. This is given by 
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"I.-1/2.iWi-1.iA1/j. However, if "1.-1/2.; is negative, th~n It = O. Therefore, vor

ticity will be convected out of the cell element across the left vertical cell face, 

according to the expression Ui-l/2.iwi.iA1/;. 

It is worth noting that the spatial derivatives in the convective terms 

m~y alternatively be replaced by the central-difference formula. However, it is 

known that the central-difference approximation of the convective terms may 

give rise to instabilities, which can be eliminated by employing one-sided dif-

ferences. This assures tha.t the flow of numerical information is consist ant with 

the physical flow. Roache and Mueller (1970) incorpora.ted this idea in their 

definition of the "transportive property" which states that "A finite difference 

formulation of a flow equation possesses the Transportive Property if the effect 

of a perturbaton in a transport property is advected only in the direction of the 

velocity." The finite-difference expressions for the convective terms, which satisfy 

this property, are called upwind differences and depend upon the .direction of the 

velocity components at each point. In the present study, upwind differences are 

employed in the explicit formulation to take advantage of the improved stability 

and to preserve the transportive property. 

It remains to approximate the diffusion term, as given by the right-hand 

side of Eqn.(S.2). This term represents the net influx of the vorticity across the 

cell faces due to viscous diffusion. The finite-difference expression for this term 

is 

(S.5) 



where 
Hr = AXi + AXi+1 

2 

H - A11J + AJfJ+1 
t- 2 
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H AJfi + A,/i-l 
b= 

2 

After substitution of Eqns. (11.:1), (3.4) and (3.5) into Eqn.(3.2) and ex-

pressing wtJ in terms of quantities at a previous time level, we obtain the finite

difference approximation of Eqn.(s.l) as follows: 

(3.6) 

The above equation, as does Eqn.(2.s9), also preserves the integral conservation 

relations of the continun:.. equation. As a result, the difference algorithm will not 

allow excessive accumulation of errors in the fluxes of the conserved quantities. 

As discussed in Roache (1973), the experience of many researchers indicates that 

conservative systems do generally give more accurate results, and the use of this 

system is therefore highly recommended. Based on the above argument, the 

conservative systems is employed in the present study. Note that Eqn.(s.6) is 

valid only to determine the vorticity field at cell elements which are not adjacent 

to the solid surface. The finite-diference expressions dealing with cell elements 

adjacent to the solid surface are discussed below. 
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Vorticity Production at the Solid Surface 

It was discussed in Chapter 2 that when a flow passes a solid surface, this 

solid surface acts as either a distributed source or a sink of vorticity. Therefore, 

for those cell elements adjacent to the solid surface, a production term of vorticity 

at the surface must be accounted for. Due to the surface-adherence condition, 

vorticity created at the surface can only be imparted to the fluid through viscous 

diffusion. Consequently, the diffusion term in Eqn (3.5) must be modified to allow 

the vorticity created at the surface to enter the flow field. Since the treatment 

of the vorticity production at the solid surface is different for the VVI and VSF 

methods, the derivation of the finite-difference equations corresponding to each 

method shall be presented separately in this section. 

The Vorticity-Velocity Induction Method. In the VVI method, the vor

ticity production is specified by the vorticity gradient along the normal to the 

surface which is related to the slip velocity (U"i~) at the surface. The relationship 

is given by Eqn.(2.43), which is rewritten as 

1 lH~t awl -R -a dt' = ±U.,ip . 
e t n VIall 

(3.7) 

Assuming (aw/an)IVlalI is constant during the small time interval At, Eqn.(3.7) is 

then approximated by 

aw I e! ± U,/ip Re . 
an VIall At 

(3.8) 

To incoporate the vorticity production into the development of the vorticity field, 

the diffusion terms in Eqn.(3.5) need to be modified for cell elements adjacent 

to the solid surfaces. For horizontal surfaces, Eqn.(3.5) is first written in the 

following form: 
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Next, we substitute Eqn.(s.8) into the above equation and note that the normal 

to the surface is in the Y direction. The resulting equation, along with Eqns.(s.s) 

and (S.4) are then substituted into Eqn.(S.2). Upon rearrangement, we obtain 

wti = W'd { 1 + ll.Z~~Yi {ll.Yi [(1- h)u'-id - h uHid] 

-ll.zo/.v, .+~ _ ..!..[ll.z. + ll.Yi + ll.Yi]}} 
"1" Re H, Hr H, 

(S.10) 

Note that the above equation is applicable only to the cell element adjacent to 

the horizontal solid surface. In like manner, the difference equations for the cell 

element adjacent to the left and right vertical surfaces of the step can be derived. 

The final expressions are given here for completeness. For a cell element adjacent 

to the left vertical surface of the step, the result is 

[ ( /. ) 
A 1 ll.x.]} U.iip 

+Wi ~+1 - 1- • ~z.v· .+~ + --- - --. 
.. I" 1" Re H, ll.z. (s.U) 
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For a cell element adjacent to the right vertical surface of the step, the result is 

~t { [ 1 ~"i] + ~~ wi+loi -(1- h)~"i "Hi,i + -R -H 
~ ~ e r 

[() 1 ~%i]} U"ip + Wi i+l - 1-/. ~%iV' '+.1 + --- + --. 
, I" 11" Re H. ~Xi 

(8.12) 

The Vorticity-Stream Function Method. In the VSF method, the vor

ticity production is specified by the value of the vorticity exactly at the solid 

surface, which can be determined by applying the circulation theory to the con

trol volume ~Aw adjacent to the solid surface. T4e relationship is given by 

Eqn.(2.45), which is 

for wdA= iV'dl. 
jiU. Ie (8.18) 

Considering the case for ~Aw adjacent to the horizontal surface shown in Fig-

ure 3.3 and with the assumption that w, denoted as wi,ilwol" is constant and 

uniformly distributed over ~Aw, Eqn.(8.18) can then be approximated by 

(8.14) 

where ~li = ~"i/4 and Vi' V2 , Va and V. are the components of the velocities 

tangential to the corresponding cell faces. Due to the surface-adherence condition 

(i.e., V. = 0), the above equa.tion becomes 

(8.15) 



• • • 
i-I,; i,; i+l,; 

r---~---..,~ 

777 

1 ~ AA", 93 AI; 
I 4 I 

Figure 3.3 Diagram of the control volume adjacent to the horizontal surface 
used to determine the vorticity at the solid surface. The tan
gential component of velocities, Vt, V2 , Va and V .. are calculated 
at the points corresponding to 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 
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The evaluation of VI' V2 and Va is explained in a later section. To account for the 

vorticity production at the solid surface, the diffusion term in Eqn.(3.5) for a cell 

element adjacent to the horizontal surface is modified as follows: 

= _II' "., I, _ '., " + _, '., I _ 'I.' '., Wu. 11 .. · [W'+1 ,- w, i W,· - W'-1 i] I1z' [w' '+1 - Wi i w" - w, ,I -"] 
Be Hr H, Be He H, 

(8.16) 

where H, = A1I;/2. Combining Eqns.(8.16), (3.3), (3.4) and (8.2), we obtain 

[ ( I l1'11i] [ I Az,] + Wi+t,i - 1- h)A'IIi "Hi,; + Be Hr + Wi,;lwGl, Be H, 

[ I I1z' } 
+w"i+t -(I-I4,)Azi vi ,H! + Be H:] . (8.17) 

For a cell element adjacent to the left vertical surface of the step, the result is 

[ ] Il1z' Az' A", A'll']}} + Az, (I-/a)vi '_1 -I. Vi '+1 - _[_I + -' + -' +-' 
" ,. "" Be He Hb H: H, 

[ I I1z' } + Wi,;+t -(1 - 1.)A:J:ivi,H! + Be H:] . (3.18) 
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For a cell element adjacent to the right vertical surface of the step, the result is 

(8.19) 

where H: = Hf = AZi/2. 

At the initial time (t = 0), the flow is initiated impulsively, and at this 

moment the flow is considered to be potential flow (i.e., vorticity is everywhere 

zero and the fluid slips at the solid surface). Thus, all terms vanish on the right

hand side of Eqns.(3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (3.17), (3.18) and (S.19) except the terms 

which include U.ltp or Wi,ilwall' These are present in order to satisfy the surface-

adherence condition, and they are referred to as the vorticity production terms 

at the solid surface. Therefore, after the first time step, the vorticity only diffuses 

into the cell elements adjacent to the surface. For those cell elements, the value 

of the vorticity using the VVI method is 

Uo+ + dip w··=--
'" C 

where the value of cis -AlIi in Eqn.(s.10), -AZi in Eqri.(S.11) and AZi in Eqn.(s.12), 

and the value of the vorticity using the VSF method is 

where the value of C' is AZi/Ht in Eqn.(3.17), AlIi/H: in Eqn.(3.,18), AlIi/H: in 

Eqn.(s.19). In the above equations, U3;p, w?,; IWall are the slip velocity and the 
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wall vorticity at the solid surface immediately following the impulsive motion of 

the fluid, corresponding to the solution for the po~ential flow. This shows that 

the vorticity generated at the solid surface chosen to eliminate the tangential 

component of the velocity at the solid surface, has diffused into those cell elements 

during the first time step. For subsequent time steps, the vorticity in the flow 

field is redistributed through both convection and diffusion, and new vorticity 

enters the flow field whenever the values of slip velocity is nonzero, or the value 

of wall vorticity is different from the value of the free vorticity at the node point 

adjacent to it. The evaluation of U.,ip and components of the velocity needed in 

evaluating wall vorticity is covered in the next section. 

Numerical Formulation for the Velocity Field 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the velocity field of the flow is determined 

by two approaches corresponding to the VVI and VSF methods, respectively. 

In this section, the numerical formulation and the computational procedure for 

these two approaches are presented. The discussion is divided into two parts 

dealing with each of the approaches separately. 

The Vorticity-Veloclty Induction Method 

In the VVI method, the velocity field is determined through a combina

tion of the Biot-Savart law of induced velocities and the equation of continuity. 

A preliminary calculation of the velocity field of the irrotational flow over a 

forward-facing step using the Biot-Savart law of induced velocities is presented 

in Appendix C. This test case was chosen because there is a known exact so

lution. It is observed that for all the selected velocity profiles near the corner 

of the step, where the flow is expected to change rapidly, there is exceptionally 
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good agreement between the numerical and corresponding exact velocity profiles. 

Based on this observation, we conclude that our numerical scheme is sufficiently 

accurate to handle the singular condition near the corner, and we believe that 

an accurate numerical solution to this irrotational How is a minimum require-

ment for any numerical scheme purporting to simulate the full viscous How over 

a grooved wall. 

The velocity at the point p using the Biot-Savart law of induced veloc

ities is given by Eqn.(2.17), which is rewritten as 

(3.20) 

(3.20a) 

(3.20b) 

Induced Velocity due to the Free Vorticity Field. The evaluation of 

VI (rp, t) involving the free vorticity is a very time consuming operation performed 

during each time step. If N X and NY denote the numbers of cell elements with 

non-zero vorticity in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, there are 

N = N X· NY non-zero vortex cell elements in the primary computational domain 

and each spatially repeating region. The contribution of these cell elements in 

the How field must be summed for each point p at which the velocity is desired. 

This is expressed as follows: 

- ~ ~ [1 ~ 1~ ( Wo x ;::" ] 
VI(rp,t) = ~~ 2,.. n~oo JAA~J 1;::,,12 dA • (3.21) 
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In this calculation, the vorticity W is assumed to be a constant and uniformly 

distributed throughout the cell element ~Ai,i' Therefore, W in ~Ai,i is the same 

as Wf.i' and not~ that Wf.i = wi.i' which is evaluated at the node point (id) in the 

primary computational domain. This approximation allows Wid to be taken out 

of the integral sign, such that, 

(3.22) 

In Cartesian coordinates, the velocity vector V I can be written as 

(3.23) 

where UI and "I are the X and Y components of the velocity due to the free 

vorticity field, respectively, and they are given as 

NXNY 

UI = LL~U/.ii (3.23a) 
i=li=l 

NXNY 

"I = L L !1"I.ii . (3.236) 
i=li=l 

The terms, ~u/.ii and ~"I.ii' shown in the above equations are the velocity com

ponents induced by the free vorticity in the cell element ~Ai.i in the primary 

computational domain and its corresponding cell elements in the spatially re

peating regions. They can be expressed as 

00 

~U/.ii = L ~ui.id 
n=-oo 

. (3.23c) 
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00 

+ " [ J/p - J/o 
~ I(zp - zo) + naJl! + (J/p -"'o)l! 

+ J/p - J/o ] ] dz dJi } 
I(zp - zo) - naIl! + (Jlp - Jlo)l! 0 0 

(S.2Sd) 

00 

l1"I.'i = L I1vi.,.J 
n=-oo 

(S.28e) 

00 L [ Zp-Zo 
+ n=l I(zp - zo) + naJl! + (Jlp - roll! 

zp - Zo ]]d} 
+ I(zp - zo) - n aJl! + (Jlp - Jlo)l! ZodJlo (S.2S/) 

Note that z: = Zo + na, JI: = Jlo, d:z:: = dzo and dJ/:: == dJlo, where n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, 

etc .. The terms inside the curve brackets in Eqns.(3.23d, /) involve only the ge

ometry, and they are referred to as the X and Y components of the geometric 

coefficients for the cell element I1A •• i with respect to the point p. Since the geo-

metric coefficients remain invariant for the entire calculation, they are evaluated 

in advance and stored for future calculations. For example, if the X component 

of the velocity at the point p due to the free vorticity field is desired, then N 

values of the free vorticity W'.i at the cell element I1A •• i are multiplied by their 

corresponding X component geometric coefficients appropriate to that point, and 

the products are summed together. The procedure employed to evaluate these 

geometric coefficients is explained below. 

As shown in Chapter 2, each of the two series of the integrals inside the 

curve brackets in Eqns.(s.2Sd, I) can be reduced to a single integral, individually. 

That is, 
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(3.24a) 

• 211'(xp - Xo) 1/1 [sm ] = _ a dXodJlo • 
2a 4A.,/ cosh 211"(Yp - Jlo) _ cos 211'(xp - xo) 

(3.24b) 

a CI 

Trial calculations showed that for IFo'pl, the distance between the point p 

and the node point 0' which has coordinates (z~, Yi) and is located at the 

centroid of the cell element aA~i' and " the diagonal length of the aA~i 

(i.e., l = .; axl + aYj), if the ratio R" defined by IFo'pl/l, is greater than 10, the in

tegrand in Eqns.(3.24a, b) can be treated approximately as a constant. Therefore, 

Eqns.(3.24C1, b) can be expressed approximately as 
. h 211'(Yp - Jli) 

CTU/,ii ~ - 2~ [ 211'( sm_ ) a 27r(x _ x.) ]aZiaJli 
cosh YP Yi - cos p , 

(3.25a) 

CI CI 

• 211'{xp - Xi) 1[ sm a ] 
CTV/,ii E!! 2' 2 ( ) 2 ( ) aXiaJli' 

a cosh 11" YP - Yi _ cos 11' Xp - Xi 
(3.25b) 

CI CI 
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The coefficients, CTUI.ii and CTV/.iil obtained from the above equations are here 

referred to as the X and Y components of the approximate geometric coefficient 

for the cell element AAioi, respectively. However, when the point 0' is close to 

the point p (i.e., R, S 10), the accuracy of the above expression is no longer 

ac~eptable. In this case, the following procedure is taken. 

Note that each single integral in Eqns.(3.23c, e) can be integrated an

alytically. The results are derived in the Appendix A, and they are given as 

follows: 

( A7/i )2 (n AZi)2 
= 1. {Czno _ AZi) In 7/pi + -2- + z". - -2-

421" pt 2 ( A7/i)2 + (n AZi)2 
7/pi - T Zpi - T 

( A7/i )2 (n AZi )2 AZo 7/pi + -2- + z". + -2-
- (Z;' + -') In ---=-=-----~-

2 (7/ 0 _ A7/i)2 + (zn '+ AZi)2 
P3 2 pi 2 

nAZi nAZi 
A [ ZO-- ZO+-] 

+ 2(7/pi + :i) arctan pt A27/i - arctan pt A27/i 
7/pi + -2- lIpi + -2-

nAZi nAZi 
A [ Zo-- ZO+-]} 

- 2(7/pi - :i) arctan pt A2Ui - arctan pt A2Ui 
lIpi - - 7/pi - -2 2 

(3.26a) 

( nAZi )2 ( A7/i )2 
_ 1 {( A7/i) Zpi - -2- + Upi - -2-
- - 7/pi - - In --~'-------::=--

421" 2, (z;' _ ~i)2 + (lIpi _ A:i)2 

( A7/i )2 (n AZi )2 A'll 0 1/pi + -2- + Zpi - -2-
- (7/pi + _3) In --~----~-

2 (Up! + i1l1i)2 + (z~ + i1zi)2 
2 Y' 2 
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f11/i f11/i 
f1z· [ 1/pi - -2- 1/pi + -2- ] 

+ 2(z~ - -') arctan f1 - arctan f1 . 
2 "Zi." z, zpi - 2 Zpi - -2-

f11/i f11/i 
_ 2(z~ - f1zi) [arctan 1/pi - T - arctan 1/pi + T] } 

2 "z, "z, zpi + -2- zpi + -2-
(3.26b) 

where z;. = Zp - z~ and 1/pi = 1/;i = 1/p -1/'], and the coefficients, C EUI,ii and C EV/,ii, 

are referred to as the X and Y components of the exact cell geometric coefficient 

for the single \:ell element f1A~i' respectively. 

On the other hand, the X and Y components of the approximate cell 

geometric coefficients for f1A~i obtained by treating the integrand in Eqns.(3.26a, b) 

as a constant are given as 

(3.27a) 

- 1 11 Zp - z:: CAV/,ii = -2 ( _ ")2 + ( _ )2dZod1/0 
11" ~A" Xp 2:0 1/p 1/0 ',1 

(3.27b) 

First, the geometric coefficients at the point p due to all spatially re

peating periodic cell elements f1A~i are calculated according to Eqns.(3.25a,b). 

However, if there is a cell element in any spatially repeating region with R, less 

than 100, then the exact cell geometric coefficient due to this cell element is cal

culated according to Eqns.(3.26a, b). In this case, the corresponding component of 

the approximate cell geometric coefficient from Eqn.(3.27a, b) must be substracted 

from the exact cell geometric coefficient of the same cell element to the point p, 

and it is then added to the corresponding component of the total approximate 
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geometric coefficients from Eqns.(3.25a,b). In summary, both components of the 

geometric coefficient at the point p due to the cell element ~At.1 in the primary 

computational domain and its corresponding cell elements in all spatially repeat

ing regions are determined by 

CUI.'I = CTU"'I + L (CEUI.'I - CAUI.'/) m (S.28a) 
m 

CV/,il = CTVI"I + L (CWI.il - CAVI.'/) m (S.28b) 
m 

where m is the number of cell elements with R, less than 100 in all computational 

regions. 

Once both components of the geometric coefficients are obtained from 

Eqns.(3.28a, b), VI and til can be determined according to Eqns.(S.2Sa, b), which are 

expressed as 

NXNY 

VI = LLwi.i'CUI.il (S.29a) 
i=I/=1 

NXNY 

til = "" W· •• CV,I .. ~L-, I" I" (8.29b) 
i=I/=1 

It is worth noting that in the calculation, the computational domain in the Y 

direction is allowed to grow as time progresses. Initially, the value of NY is set 

equal to 25, which corresponds to Y ~ 1.2. At = 6.0,' however, the value of NY is 

found to be 39, which corresponds to Y ~ 2.5. 

Induced Velocity due to the Distribution of Bound Vorticity. In like 

manner, V b(rp, t), the induced velocity due to the distribution of bound vorticity, 

can be obtained in a form similar to Eqns.(s.29a, b). The result is 

(3.S0) 



where Ub and Vb are given by 

N. 

Ub = L "tic • CUb,,. 
11=1 

N. 

Vb = L "til • CVb,II 
11=1 
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(3.30a) 

(3.30b) 

in which Nb is the total number of bound vorticity elements distributed along 

the horizontal and vertical surfaces of the step. A node point is positioned at 

the center of each bound vorticity element, the size of which is either .6.xi or .6.1Ii, 

depending on whether the element is at the horizontal or the vertical surface. 

According to the flow network discussed at the end of this chapter, the value of 

Nb is found to be 58. In Eqns.(3.30a, b), CUb,II and CVb,II are calculated by following 

the same procedure as described in determining CU"'i and CV1,ii in Eqns.(3.29a, b) 

and the results derived in Appendix A. However, it needs to be pointed out 

that in the calculation, "t is assumed to be a linear function of its distributed 

length. A graphical representation of the distribution of bound vorticity for a 

element .6.x, on the horizontal surface of the step is shown in Figure 3.4, in which 

"til "ti-l and "ti+l are the strengths of the bound vorticity at the coordinates of 

(xc, 1.0), (x'_1,1.0) and (Xi+1' 1.0). Referring to the figure, the strength of the bound 

vorticity distributed on the element .6.Xi is given by 

{ 

~bi -+"ti:l). (x - Xi) + "t, if x, - ¥ S x S Xi; 
'-I> Xi-l '-I> X, 

"t(x,t) = 

2hi+l - "ti) ( ) if < < ~ .6. .6. x - Xi + "ti xi - X - Xi + :a • Xi + Xi+l 

(3.31) 

A similar distribution is given for the bound vorticity on .6.1Ii at the vertical 

surface of the step. 
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Figure 3.4 Graphical representation of the distribution of bound vorticity 
for the element ~%i on the horizontal surface of the step. 
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Using the notations defined by Eqns.(3.23) and (3.30), Eqn.(3.20) can be 

rewritten in terms of two scalar velocity components, U and v, as 

V(rp,t) = ui + vJ (3.32) 

where 

(3.32a) 

V= VI +Vb (3.326) 

From the above analysis, it can be seen that both components of ve

locity, u and v, can be determined by employing the Biot-Savart law of induced 

velocities. However, as mentioned earlier, the calculation using the induction 

law is a time consuming operation. Thus, it is more expedient to obtain the 

Y-component of the velocity v from the equation of continuity, once the x

component of the velocity u due to the onset flow, the free vorticity field and 

the distribution of bound vorticity is found. 

To obtain the finite-difference approximation to the equation of conti

nuity, th0 spatial derivatives in Eqn.(2.29) are replaced by the central-difference 

formula. Referring to Figure 3.2, we obtain 

ui+!,i - Ui-!.i + vi,i+t - vi,i-t = o. 
~2:i ~1Ii 

(3.3S) 

Upon rearrangement, the above equation is expressed as either 

~11: ( v, "+1. = v" "_1. - -' U"+1. i - u" 1. ") "')" ',,)" ~2:i ')"' .- )"" 
(3.34) 

or 

(3.35) 
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The Y -component of the velocity is then obtained by marching Eqn.(3.34) from the 

bottom boundary upward and Eqn.(3.35) from the top boundary downward. Both 

operations stop when they reach the specified cell element in each vertical column 

of elements. In this study, this cell element is chosen to be the one at which the X

component of the velocity u reaches the maximum. This two-direction summation 

procedure was found to be necessary in order to eliminate the accumulation of 

small errors. It was found that the factor 1l.1IJ/ll.x, in Eqns.(3.34) and (3.35) can 

be as large as 10 or greater. Thus even small changes in u can cause large 

changes in v, sometimes forcing v to become negative. It is worth noting that 

v at the bottom boundary needed in Eqn.(3.34) is identically zero, according to 

the surface-adherence condition, and vat the top boundary needed in Eqn.(3.35) 

is obtained from Eqn.(3.32b) using the Biot-Savart law of induced velocities. It 

is noted that this approach does ensure that mass is conserved and results in 

sharply reduced computational cost. 

The Distribution of B01lnd Vorticity. As shown in Eqn.(3.20), V(rp,t) 

consists of three components, i.e., the velocity due to the onset flow, the free vor

ticity field and the distribution of bound vorticity. The velocity of the onset flow 

is a given constant vector, uooi, and the second term which involves evaluation 

of the free vorticity field and its contribution to the velocity field were discussed 

earlier in this chapter. To complete the determination for the velocity field, it 

remains to evaluate the distribution of bound vorticity. Once the distribution of 

bound vorticity is known, the induced velocity due to this distribution can be 

determined as described in the preceeding section. 

The governing equation for determining the distribution of bound vor

ticity was given by Eqns.(2.11a,b) which are the Fredholm integral equation of 
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the second kind, and they can be expressed in the form of Eqn.(2.12). As men-

tioned in Chapter 2, the integral equation, in our case, does not have a known 

analytical solution; consequently, an approximate method is employed in which 

the integral equation (2.12) is approximated as the limiting case of a system of 

l~ear algebraic equations. Furthermore, this approximate method enables us to 

get explicit formulas for the solution of the bound vorticity in term of certain 

determinants. In view of the coordinate system shown in Figure 3.1, thereby, we 

have the approximate formula 

in which 8 = Nfl, Eqn.(2.12) then takes the form 

n 

'Y(S) !:!! I(S) + LK(S,S,;h(S,;)ASJ (3.86) 
';=1 

which must hold for all values of S along the range of the integration r. In 

particular, this equation is also satisfied at 8 node points of division S" i = 1, ... ,8 

on r. This leads to the system of equations 

n 

'Y(Si) = I(Si) + LK(Si,S,;h(S,;)ASJ, i= 1, ... ,8. (8.87) 
';=1 

writing 

(3.88) 

Eqn.(8.87) yields an approximation for Eqn.(2.12) in terms of the system of 8 linear 

equations 
n 

'1' - L Ki,;'Y,;AS,; = Ii 
';=1 

(8.89) 
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in n unknown quantities "tl, "', "tn. The discrete values of"t obtained by solving 

this algebraic system are approximate solutions to the integral equation at the 

points 81, S2, ••• ,Sn' In matrix form, Eqn.(3.39) can. be written as 

(3.40) 

The resolvent coefficient matrix of the algebraic system A is 

(

1- Kllt1S1 
-K21t1S1 

A= . . 
-Kn1 t1S1 

-Klnt1Sn ) -K2nt1Sn 

1-Knn~Sn 
(3.41) 

Since the determinant of the above matrix A is non-zero in our case, the 

inhomogeneous Fredholm equation has a unique sf)lution according to the Fred

holm's First Theorem. Also, the solution corresponding to the homogeneous 

equation, i.e., Eqn.(3.lI9) with Ii == 0, is found to be zero as expected. This is not 

surprising since the image vorticity has been introduced in derivng Eqn.(lI.40). 

Thus the velocity induced by the bound vorticity is symmetrical about y = O. 

However, if the determinant of A turns out to be zero, Eqn.(lI.40) either is insol

uble or has an infinite number of solutions, depending on the condition which is 

described by the Fredholm's Third Theorem (Kanwal, 1971)~ In case there are 

an infinite number of solutions, the uniqueness of the problem can be obtained by 

enforcement of a global conservation principle, wh.ich requires the total vorticity 

be conserved for all the instants of time. A case for which this occurs is treated 

by Cerutti (1984). 

To obtain the distribution of bound vorticity, the above system of equa

tions, Eqn.(3.40), is solved by using the Gaussian elimination technique. Once the 
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distribution of bound vorticity is known, the slip velocity along the surface of 

the step is determined by 

{

-"I" i, 
U,,,,,.,, = -"I"!' 

"1Q J, 

if the point q is at the horizontal surface; 

if the point q is at the left vertical surface; 

if the point q is at the right vertical surface. 

The Vorticity-Stream Function Method 

(3.42) 

If we apply the circulation theorem to a cell element AAt.; in the fluid 

(referring to Figure 3.2), the numerical analog of Eqn.(2.32) is obtained as follows: 

-W, iAx,AYi = ''''.1+1 - 'hi Ax, _ "i.i - "H1'; Au' 
". .5{AYi + AYi+1) .5{Axi + AXH1) J 

"i.i - "'.i-1 A + "i-1.i - "i.i A 
- ( ) x, ( ) Yi .5 AYi-1 + AYi .5 AX'-l + AXi 

(3.43) 

where it is important to remember that the velocities that make up the right-

hand side of Eqn.(3.4S) are tangential to the surfaces of the cell element. Upon 

simplification, one has the final equation 

where 

B = _ A1Ii (A1Ii-1 + A1Ij) 
2 

0= 1 + AYj(AYi-1 + AYi) + AYi(A1Ii-1 + AYi) 
AXi(Axi + AXH1) AXi(Axi + AXi-1) 

+ (A1Ii-1 + AYi) 
(AYi + AYi+1) 

D = (AYi-1 + AYi) 
(AYi + AYi+1) 

E = AYi(AYi-1 + AYj) 
Ax,(Ax, + AXH1) 

F = _ AYi(AYi-1 + AlIi) 
AXi(Ax, + AX'_l) 

(S.44) 

(S.44a) 

(S.44b) 

(S.44c) 

(S.44d) 

(S.44e) 
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Recall that the boundary conditions are given by Eqns.(2.SSII,b,c). To 

satisfy the top boundar:r condition, ideally, the location of the upper boundary 

must approach infinity as specified in Eqn.(2.SSb). However, since the numerical 

computation requires that the computational domain be finite, the condition is 

henceforce aSsumed to be satisfied when JI ~ 4.9h. In this way and if the central

difference formula is employed to approximate Eqn.(2.33b), one obtains ".,N, the 

stream function for the top row of nodes, as follows: 

ll.lIN + ll.lIN-l ".,N = "',N-l + 2 . (S.45) 

On the other hand, if" at the interior node point along the left and right ver-

tical boundaries is denoted as "2,i and "M,i, respectively, the periodic boundary 

condition specified by Eqn.(2.33c) then becomes 

(S.4611) 

(S.46b) 

Finally, we consider the treatment of boundary condition at the bottom solid 

surface. Along this surface, " is zero as specified by Eqn.(2.sSII). However, the 

numerical scheme used to obtain the stream function in the VSF method requires 

the calculation of " at this surface. As a result, the given condition specified by 

Eqn.(2.sSII) becomes the controlling criterion in the determination of" for the 

entire field. To obtain the finite-difference expression for "',w, we consider a 

typical control volume surrounding the point (i, w) at the horizontal surface as 

shown in Figure 3.5. The height of this control volume is .75ll.Jlj, and th~ lower 

control face is midway between the wall and node (i, i). Using the same procedure 



Fig~re 3.5 
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Diagram of the control volume used to obtain the finite
difference approximations for the stream function equation at 
a cell element adjacent to the horizontal surface of the grooved 
wall. 
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as used to derive Eqn.(s.43), that is, using the circulation theorem applied to the 

control volume, we obtain 

(S.47) 

The solution algorithm used to calculate", is based on the Stabilized Error Vector 

Propagation (SEVP) method as described by Madala and McDonald, 1981. It 

is a direct (Le., non-iterative) method and is an extension of the Error Vector 

Propagation (EVP) method described by Roache, 1972. The procedure for this 

algorithm is briefly summarized below. 

In the calculation, we begin at the second row from the top (i.e., j = 

N -1) of the computational domain. If values for the stream function along this 

row of nodes are assigned arbitrarily, the value of'" for the nodes at the top 

boundary (i.e., j = N), the left boundary (i.e., i = 1) and the right boundary (i.e., 

i = M + 1) can then be obtained using Eqns.(S.45) and (S.46a,h). Following this, 

Eqn.(3.44) can be used to obtain", at the next lower row of nodes (i.e. j = N - 2). 

The result is an expression for "".N-2 in terms of ""-l.N-l, "".N-l, ""+1.N-l, "".N, 
where i = 2, S, ... , M, and other known quantities. This procedure is repeated for 

the next lower row of nodes (Le., j = N - 3, N - 4, ... ) until the nodes are reached 

at the bottom wall and the stream function there is calculated by Eqn.(3.47). 

Had the initial distribution for '" along j = N - 1 been correctly given, then ""'w 
would be zero as specified by the boundary condition, Eqn.(2.sSa). The departure 

of "',.W from zero is a measure of the error, and one can correct the guesg for '" 

along the second from the top row of nodes according to a systematic procedure 
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(Madala and McDonald, 1981; Kinney, Taslim and Hung, 1985). In this way, 

the correct distribution at i = N - I can be deduced, and the true values for the 

stream function over the entire field can be determined. As stated earlier, this is 

a direct solution method which avoids iteration. 

This method fails when the number of computational cell elements in 

the marching direction (i.e., the downward vertical direction) is large. This is 

because the error introduced at the second top row of nodes will eventually grow 

until the solution is meaningless. Therefore, the solution has to be stabilized by 

subdividing the vertical extent of the domain into subregions or blocks. A direct 

measure of the error can be obtained, and so subdivisions proceed until the error 

is acceptable. In this work, twenty blocks were used. The maximum error occurs 

at locations on the block boundaries and is O(E-S)j however, most are O(E-12). 

Having obtained the stream function, it remains to determine the X 

and Y components of the velocity. Referring to Figure 3.2, since", is computed 

at node points, the usual expression given by (tPi';+l - tPi,i)/.5(ll.lIi + Il.Vi+1) gives 

the component of the velocity tangential to the top face of the cell element 1l.A.,i. 

However, the component of the velocity desired is perpendicular to the face of the 

cell element. These can be found if the values of tP are known at the intersection 

points where the vertical and horizontal cell faces are crossed. For this purpose, a 

biquadratic formula was used to obtain tP at the desired locations by interpolating 

the calculated stream function between nine adjacent node points. To illustrate 

the procedure, consider the nine node points shown in Figure 3.6. Note that 

there is variable horizontal and vertical spacing. Also the local origin of the x 

and " coordinates is at node (i - I,i - 1). In this way, tP within the nine-point 
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by nine-point interpolation method 

Figure 3.6 Dlustration of the node arrangement used in the nine-point in
terpolation method for the stream function. 
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region can be interpolated by 

where 

t/J = [t/J1 Nl(X) + t/JlINlI(x) + t/JaNa(x)]N1 (1I) 

+ [t/J,N1(x) + t/JaNlI(x) + t/JeNa (x)] Nli (11) 

+ [t/JrNl(X) + t/JaNlI(x) + tPDNa(x)] Na(1I) 

N1(x) = (x - hl)(X - hI - hll) 

hl(hl + hll) 

-x(x - hi - hll) 
NlI(x) = hlhll 

( ) 
_ X(X - hi) 

Na x - hll(hl + hll) 
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(3.48) 

and similarly for N1(1I), NlI (1I), and Na(1I)' Upon rearrangement, Eqn.(3.48} becomes 

The nine unknown coefficients (A, B, ... , I) are found in terms of the nine values 

of t/J at the node points (i-l,;-l), (i,;-l), (i+l,;-l), ... , (i+l,i+l). The values 

of t/J at the four intersection points are then found from the above equation with 

the coordinate of (x,1I) equal to (Xi-1/l1 ,1IJ-l/ll), (Xi-1/l1, 1Ii+1/l1), (x'+l/l1' 1Ii-1/l1) and 

(xi+1/l1' 1IJ+l/l1)' Since the coefficients A, B, ... , etc. are not given by simple expres

sions when the node spacing is nonuniform they are summarized in Appendix B. 

It is worth noting, however, that choices do exist when specifying the 

nine node points used in the interpolation procedure. For example, to interpolate 

'" at the point, (xi+1/l1,1IJ+l/l1), there are up to four possible groups of nine node 

points which can be formed, and all of them include that point. Since each 

choice yields a slightly different result, the actual value used in the calculations 

of the velocity field is taken to be the average of the values from all possible 
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groups. This ensures that the outflow velocity from one cell element exactly 

equals the inflow velocity to the cell element immediately downstream from it. 

Thus the conservative property is preserved. Once the stream function is known 

at the intersection points of the entire field, components of the velocity normal 

to the faces of each cell element can be found by applying the central-difference 

approximations to Eqn.(2'.31). 

Drag Coefficient 

Friction Drag Coefficient 

Recalling from Eqn.(2.52), the non-dimensional form of the viscous shear 

stress is given by 

In the VSF method, the distribution of Wo is known directly from the numeri

cal solutions; therefore, To can be calculated accordingly. However, in the VVI ' 

method, Wo is not availahle; instead, it can be evaluated from the diffusive vortic-

ity flux at the surface given by Eqn.(3.8). Along the horizontal surface of grooved 

wall, Eqn.(3.8) becomes 

8w I = Re U./ip . 
811 w at (3.50) 

If the derivative term on the left-hand side of the above equation is approximated 

by the forward-difference formula and upon rearrangement, Eqn.(3.50) becomes 

(3.51) 

in which WI is the vorticity at the node point in the vicinity of the surface and 

al is the distance between the points 0 and 1. Substitution of Eqn.(3.51) into 
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Eqn.(2.52) yields 

(3.52) 

To determine the friction drag coefficient CDIt we need to integrate 1"0 over the 

entire surface as given by Eqn.(2.48b). Note that 

{ 

0, 

e, 'ed = I, 

if dl is on the vertica.l surface; 

if dl is on the horizontal surface. 

Thus, Eqn.(2.48b) reduces to 

CD! = Is 1"o dl (3.53) 

where S includes only the horizontal surfaces of the grooved wall. Since 1"0 is 

evaluated at discrete nodal points, the integral in the above equation needs to be 

carried out numerically. In this calculation, it is determined by employing the 

simple trapezoidal rule. 

Pressure Drag Coefficient 

Recalling from Eqn.(2.56), the pressure gradient along the horizontal 

surface is given as 

apo 2 aw I -=--- . az Re a1l '" 

By integrating this equation, we obtain 

21~ awl Po(e) = 1'0(0) - Re 0 a1l VI dz (3.54) 

in which e is the variable tangential to the horizontal surface. Note that the 

integration in the above equation can begin at any point on the surface. However, 

a reference pressure 1'0(0) needs to be assigned at an initial point (taken at the 

origin (0,0) here) before the distribution of surface pressure can be obtained. In 

the VVI method, the diffusive vorticity flux is obtained directly from Eqn.(3.50). 
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In the VSF method, on the other hand, (8w/8y)/", can be determined through 

the expression in terms of w at discrete node points using the forward-difference 

approximation .. The result is 

(3.55) 

Since the distribution of surface pressure along the entire surface of the 

grooved wall is desired, the vorticity diffusive flux at the left and right vertical 

surfaces of the step must be determined. These can be obtained by following the 

procedure similar to that used in obtaining Eqn.(3.55). Once the distribution of 

the vorticity diffusive flux at the entire surface is known, it is then Bubstituted into 

the corresponding governing equation (either Eqn.(2.56) or (2.57)). The integration 

is carried out numerically by employing the trapezoidal rule which gives the 

distribution of pressure at the surface of the grooved wall. 

To obtain the pressure drag coefficient CD", the integral in Eqn.(2.48c) 

needs to be carried out along the entire surface of grooved wall. However, since 

if dl is on the vertical surface; 

if dl is on the horizontal surface, 

Eqn.(2.48c) becomes 

(3.56) 

where S includes only the left and right vertical surfaces of the step. To obtain 

CD", the integration is also carried out numerically using the trapzoidal rule. 

Finally, the total drag coefficient CD is evaluated according to Eqn.(2.48). 

Choice of the Numerical Parameters 

In this section, the choice of the spatial grid increments is presented 

first. It is then followed by the discussion of the time increment. Finally, the 
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specification of the spatial increment for the evaluation of the distribution of the 

bound vorticity concludes this section. 

Spatial Grid Increments 

In the present study, the grid network near the corners of the step in the 

primary computational domain, Figure 3.1, is generated using an algorithm based 

on the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation applied to the flow over a forward

facing step which is infinitely long. As discussed in Appendix C, the physical 

boundary (i.e., the forward-facing step) is transformed into a straight line of 

infinite extent in the transformed plane. To obtain the grid distribution, we first 

divide the height of the step in the transformed plane into 10 uniform spatial 

increments. The corresponding spatial increments for the step height in the 

physical plane can then be obtained. It is observed that this transformation 

results in a higher density of cell elements in the region near the corner of the 

step. As mentioned earlier, this is desireable because in the region of large 

vorticity and velocity gradients, the grid size generally needs to be refined in 

order to improve the numerical accuracy. Finally, the refined grid increments 

near the corner of the step are employed to construct the grid coordinates for 

the present calculation. The procedure to obtain this grid coordinates is decribed 

as below. 

To start, the first seven increments near the corner of the step, which 

correspond to 0.00893428, 0.0223357, 0.0376768, 0.0498574, 0.0553687, 0.0687468 

and 0.0800158, respectively, are chosen as the base increments. Note that the 

total length of these base increments obtained by summing them up is 0.3229355. 

To construct the vertical spatial increments (i.e., AYJ), the grid distribution along 

the length from Y = 0.5 to 1.0 is obtained first by employing the base increments 
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and two additional increments with a constant value of 0.0885323, which are ob

tained by equally dividing the difference between the length of 0.5 and 0.3229355. 

This grid distribution is then reHected to the rigion from Y = 0 to .5 and from 

Y = 1.0 to 1.5. Finally, a constant value of 0.1 is chosen for the grid increments 

for the coordinates Y ~ 1.5. 

To construct the horizontal spatial increments (i.e., Az,), the base in

crements plus four additional increments corrsponding to 0.114167, 0.144114, 

0.179479 and 0.239305, respectively, are first used along the length from X = 0 

to 1.0. This distribution of grid increments is again reHected to the region from 

X = 1.0 to 2.0, X = 2.0 to 3.0 and X = 3.0 to 4.0. In this manner, there are totally 

62 and 44 spatial increments in the vertical (Y) and the horizontal (X) direction, 

respectively. It is clear that the grid coordinates are symmetric with respect to 

the center of the step (i.e., X = 2.0), and the center of the groove (i.e., X = 0). 

The symmetric behavior can also be easily seen in the regions of Y = 0 to Y = 0.5, 

Y = 0.5 to Y = 1.0 and Y = 1.0 to Y = 1.5. 

Time Increment 

The time-explicit finite difference equation, Eqn.{s.6), used to generate 

the vorticity at the new time level, implies a limit on the time interval, At. The 

relation governing the determination of At can be obtained by requiring that the 

magnitude of errors introduced into the vorticity field do not grow in time. This 

leads to the stability criterion for the solution of Eqn.{s.6). 

In order to select a suitable time step, the stability analysis with the 

above stability criterion is performed on Eqn.{3.6). Examples of this analysis can 

be found in Hung (1982); Torrance and Rockett (1969). The result is summarized 

below. 



where 

First write the finite-difference equation in the following form. 

F = 1 + AZ~I/i {til/i [(1- /l}ui-i,j -/2 uHi.i] 

+ AZi [(1 - la}lJi,i- i - J. tli./+ i] 

_ ..!..[AZi + AZi + til/i + AJli]}. 
Re H, H" Hr H, 
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(3.57) 

(3.58) 

The stability of Eqn.(3.57} requires that the coefficient F, defined by Eqn.(3.58}, be 

greater than or equal to zero at each fluid element for every instant of time. It is 

observed that this condition relates the time step to the grid increments and the 

Reynolds number. The grid coordinates were discussed in the preceeding section, 

and the Reynolds number is chosen to be 100 in the present study. The base 

geometry of the grooved wall is selected to be a=4.0 and d=2.0. The procedure 

then becomes one of selecting a time step At which insures that the coefficient F 

in Eqn.(3.58} is greater than zero. Note that near the surface of the grooved wall, 

the velocities are very small and diffusive transport predominates. It is apparent 

from Eqn.(3.58} that a stable At implies that vorticity diffused from the surface 

does not penetrate beyond the first layer of fluid cells. On the other hand, in the 

region where the convective transport predominates, a stable At requires that a 

particle of fluid should not enter and exit any cell element during a single time 
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step. In general, both of the above restrictions are met when the effect of both 

diffusive and convective transport are of equal importance. Since the velocity is 

not known apriori at each time level, a stable time increment must be selected as 

the solution proceeds. This is done before the vorticity is obtained at each new 

time level. 

Spatial Increments for the Distribution of Bound Vorticity 

Because the distribution of bound vorticity is required to determine the 

production of vorticity at the solid surface in the VVI method, the solution of 

the Fredholm integral equation is performed at every time step, accordingly. As 

discussed earlier in this chapter, the numerical evaluation of this equation involves 

a system of Nb linear algebraic equations in Nb unknown, where Nb is the number 

of bound vortex elements distributed on the surface of the step. Practically, 

Nb should be large in order to approximate the integral equation with sufficient 

accuracy, and in principal, it can be chosen independently without relating it 

to the cell elements in the computational domain shown in Figure 3.1. In the 

present study, Nb=198 is chosen initially to obtain the potential-flow solution, 

which corresponds to the initial flow field for the calculations. This is all that 

is needed to advance the solution of the vorticity transport equation for one 

increment of time interval. After that instant, Nb iB set equal to 58 which is equal 

to the number of cell elements along the surface of the step in the computational 

domain. Trial cases indicate that this number is sufficient, since the large gradient 

of the velocity near the two upper corners of the step found in the potential flow 

is reduced significantly after the viscous effect enters the calculation during the 

first time interval. In addition, it is noticed that the reduction of the number of 

bound vorticity elements results in a small savings in the computational cost. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the results of the computations for the flow over a 

grooved wall are presented and discussed. First, the discussion and comparison 

of the numerical results obtained from the VVI and VSF methods for a dimen

sionless time period of 6 units are presented. The flow is then investigated by 

using only the VSF method from that instant up to the time of 16 units. At the 

final instant of time, the flow is believed to be very close to a stea.dy state. 

The comparisonB are made by presenting three groups of pictures. The 

first are the pictures showing the general behavior of the flow described in the 

form of stream function and vorticity contours. The second are the pictures 

showing the velocity profiles versus the distance in the vertical direction, i.e., in 

the Y direction. Finally, the plots showing the distribution of shear stress and 

pressure along the solid surface and the time development of the drag coefficient 

conclude this part of the discussion. 

It is worth noting that in the present study, the computations using the 

VVI and VSF methods are performed over the same computational domain as 

shown in Figure 3.1, with the same Reynolds number, i.e., Re = 100, and with the 

same initial state, which is taken to be the potential flow with the vorticity field 

identical zero. The contours of the stream function for potential flow obtained 

using the VVI and VSF methods are shown in Figures 4.1(a), and (b), respec

tively. It is noticed that the symmetry of the stream function contours about the 
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Figure 4,1 
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Plots of the stream function contours for the potential flow over 
the grooved wall from (a) the VVI method and (b) the VSF 
method, 
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center of the groove, i.e., the Y-axis, in each picture is observed, which is consis

tent with the potential flow theory. The velocity profiles for the X-component of 

velocity versus ~he distance in the vertical direction at X = -0.7571, 0, 0.7571, 

0.9911 and 1.0689 are given in Figures 4.2 through 4.6, and the distribution of 

pressure along the solid surface is given in Figure 4.7. Note that the symmetry 

of the flow can again be justified since the same velocity profiles are obtained at 

X = 0.7571 and -0.7571, which locations are placed. symmetrically with respect 

to the center of groove. This is also confirmed by the distribution of pressure 

along the wall. In general, good agreement between the stream function con

tours, velocity profiles and pressure distributions is observed, which ensures that 

both methods have almost the same initial state. It is worth noting, however, 

that the negative spikes in the pressure distribution are more pronounced for the 

VVI method than for the VSF method. 

The viscous-flow results in the form of stream function and vorticity 

contours are plotted for a single groove in Figures 4.8 through 4.21. Results at 

7 different instants of time are presented .. The first series corresponds approxi

mately to a dimensionless time of 0.5 units, with the remaining series correspond

ing to approximately 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 6.0 units of time, respectively. 

Each series consists of two figures with each of them corresponding to the results 

from either the VVI or the VSF methods. In each figure, there are two pictures 

showing the contours of constant stream function and vorticity, respectively. The 

values of the constants chosen in the stream function contours are 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 

0.1,0., -0.01, -0.02, -0.04, -0.06, -0.08, and the values of the constants chosen 

in the vorticity contours are -0.1, -0.5, -1.0, -2.0, -5.0, 0.2, 1.0. 
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Figure 4.2 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the ·VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall for potentiai flow at X = -0.7571. 
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Figure 4.3 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall for potential flow at X = o. 
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Figure 4.4 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall for potential flow at X = 0.7571. 
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Figure 4.5 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall for potential flow at X = 0.9911. 
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Figure 4.6 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
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bottom wall for potential flow at X = 1.0689. 
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Figure 4.8 Plots of the (a) stream. function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady ft.ow over the grooved wall at t=O.500146 using the 
VVI method. 
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method. 
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method. 
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Figure 4.17 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=3.00067 using the V$F 
method. 
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Figure 4.18 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=3.99888 using the VVI 
method. 
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Figure 4.19 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=3.99976 using the VSF 
method, 
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Figure 4.20 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=B.00056 using the VVI 
method. 
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Figure 4.21 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=5.99948 using the VSF 
method. 
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It is clear from the pictures that the contours of stream function or 

vorticity corresponding to the both methods are qualitatively the same. All 

vorticlty contours are seen to end at the solid sUlface, to form closed contours 

or extend periodically to infinity. At t !:'!! 0.5, a shear layer can be seen being 

developed along the surface of the grooved wall. At this instant, the shear layer 

is found to be deHected sideways from a point near the upper corner on the 

left vertical surface of the groove. It separates from it, moving into the main 

stream and then reattaching at the bottom wall. This leads to the formation 

of recirculating How in a closed region, in which the Huid elements recirculate 

and are separated from the main How. The point on the wall at which the How 

is deHected is the separation point. This is also the point at which the velocity 

gradient normal to the wall vanishes. It is also seen that a second reversal of 

the How is developing in the right lower corner of the groove. At this early 

instant of time, the vorticity generated due to the presence of the solid surface 

is confined relatively near the surface. As time progresses, the outward diffusion 

of free vorticity generated at the solid surface can be easily ascertained from the 

increasing distance between the outer contour and the solid surface. One can 

see that the vorticity bubbles on the bottom wall of the groove at t!:!! 0.5 have 

moved upward and the inner vorticity bubble disappears at t !:'!! 1.0. It is noticed 

that at the latter instant, positive vortices start to develop along the bottom 

wall which indicates that the reverse How is present, and there is an unfavorable 

(positive) pressure gradient at the surface. At t!:'!! 1.5, the two recirculating flows 

are seen to be merging together, and they become a single recirculating flow. 

By comparing these pictures with those at previous instants, it is seen that the 

separation point now has moved relatively closer to the upper comer, and the 
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shear layer reattaches at the right vertical surface of the groove. It is seen that 

vortices in the upstream start to interact with the vortices in the downstream. As 

flow develops, the recirculating zone grows and the vortices interact continuously. 

By referring to the contours of the stream function at t ~ 6.0, the recirculating 

flow is seen to have filled the whole groove. At this instant, the separation points 

are almost coinciding with the left upper corner of the groove, and the point at 

which the shear layer reattaches has moved very close to the right upper corner 

of the groove. To conclude this part of discussion, it is worth remarking that the 

intersection points between the contours of zero vorticity and the solid surface 

represent the points of vanishing shear stress. Therefore, they are either the 

separation or the reattached points of the flow. 

Next, the profiles of the X-component of velocities versus the distance in 

the vertical direction obtained from the VVI and VSF methods at X = -0.7571, 

0, 0.7571, 0.9911, and 1.0689 for dimensionless times of 0.5 and 6.0 units are 

shown in Figure 4.22 through 4.31. At t ~ 0.5, the profile at X=-0.7571 shows 

reversed flow, which is consistent with the flow pattern for the recirculating flow 

at the corresponding location in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, and at this instant, the 

shear layer is confined to a small region adjacent to the wall. At t ~ 6.0, the 

shear layer has extended to about Y=2.0 along the entire surface of the grooved 

w""ill, and back-flow can be found at most locations inside the groove. Clearly, 

the velocity profiles from the both methods are nearly congruent. 

Finally, Figures 4.32 through 4.38 compare the shear stress and the 

pressure along the solid surface obtained from the VVI and VSF methods at 

dimensionless time of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 and 6.0 units. Note that there are 

two sharp peaks which appear in each of the shear stress and pressure curves. 
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Figure 4.22 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = -0.7571 and t !:!! 0.5. 
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Figure 4.23 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = 0 and t ~ 0.5. 
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Figure 4.24 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the'VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = 0.7571 and t 9!! 0.5. 
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Figure 4.25 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = 0.0011 and t 5!! 0.5. 
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Figure 4.26 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = 1.0689 and t E!! 0.5. 
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Figure 4.27 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = -0.7571 and t !:!! 6.0. 
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Figure 4.28 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = a and t ~ 6.0. 
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Figure 4.29 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = 0.7571 and t ~ 6.0. . 
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Figure 4.30 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the 'VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = 0.9911 and t ~ 6.0. 
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Figure 4.31 Plots of the X component of velocities obtained from the VVI 
and VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance from the 
bottom wall at X = 1.0689 and t ~ 6.0. 
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Figure 4.32 Plots of the distribution of (a) shear stress and (b) pressure 
along the wall at t ~ 0.5 obtained from the Wi (6) and 
VSF (-) methods. 
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Figure 4.33 Plots of the distribution of (a) shear stress and (b) pressure 
along the wall at t ~ 1.0 obtained from the Wi (~) and 
VSF (-) methods. 
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Figure 4.34 Plots of the distribution of (a) shear stress and (b) pressure 
along the wall at t ~ 1.5 obtained from the WI (6) and 
VSF (-) methods. 
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Figure 4.35 Plots of the distribution of (a) shear stress and (b) pressure 
along the wall at t e! 2.0 obtained from the wi (~) and 
VSF (-) methods. 
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Figure 4.36 Plots of the distribution of (a) shear stress and (b) pressure 
along the wall at t E!! 3.0 obtained from the Wi (6) and 
VSF (-) methods. . 
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Figure 4.37 Plots of the distribution of (a) shear stress and (b) pressure 
along the wall at t 5!! 4.0 obtained from the wi (.6.) and 
VSF (-) methods. 
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Figure 4.38 Plots of the distribution of (a) shear stress and (b) pressure 
along the wall at t e! 6.0 obtained from the vVi (6) and 
VSF (-) methods. 
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The peaks occur at 1 = 2.0 and 4.0 in both curves, which correspond to the two 

upper corners of the groove, respectively. Here, 1 represents the distance along 

the surface of the grooved wall starting from the coordinates (O,O) (referring to 

Figure 3.1). Thus, 1 = 1 corresponds to (1,0); 1 = :2 ,corresponds to (1,1); 1 = 3 

co~responds to (2,1); etc. It is seen that the local minimum is associated with 

the pressure curve and the local maximum is associated with the shear stress 

curve. The characteristic low pressure and high shear stress at the sharp corners 

which normally results in acceleration of fluid particles and large gradient of the 

vt!locity, is consistent with physical intuition. At the early time, the shear-stress 

distributions are nearly identical, the only departu::e being in the corner regions 

where the VSF method produces slightly higher values. There is less agreement 

in the pressure distributions at this time past 1 = 2.0. Indeed, the pressure from 

the VVI method reaches zero at 1= 6.0, whereas that from the VSF method has a 

risidual positive value at 1 = 6.0. The pressure should be zero there if the flow field 

is spatially periodic. HOVlever, as the shear layer becomes thicker with increasing 

time, the strength of the peaks decreases due to the viscous effects, which have 

smoothed down the velocity gradients near this region. At t E!! 6.0, both curves 

appear to be relative smooth and uniform because, at this instant, the shear layer 

is fully developed along the wall and occupies the whole groove. The pressure 

discrepancy at 1=6.0 still persists at t=3.0, but it is nearly absent at t=6.0. 

In figure 4.39, the time development of the total drag coefficient due 

to the effect of the pressure and shear forces obtained from the VVI and VSF 

methods is presented. The pressure drag is dominant, and it is seen that in 

the earlier time, the VVI method predicts a higher drag coefficient than does 

the VSF method. This is consistent with the pressure distributions shown in 
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Figure 4.39 Plots of the time development of the drag coefficient from the 
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Figure 4.32 through 4.38. However, it is seen that both curves cross at t ~ 4.0, 

and then the value of the drag coefficient from the VVI method is found to be 

slightly smaller. In view of the fact that the pressure from the VSF calculation 

does not return exactly to zero at the mid-point of the groove (i.e., at 1=6.0), 

more confidence must be placed on the drag predictions from the VVI method 

than from the VSF method. 

The general features of the flow observed in the above results were found 

to be nrarly the same for both the methods from the initial instant up to t ~ 6.0. 

It was, therefore, decided to run the calculations further in time by using only 

one method. Since the VSF method is relatively inexpensive in computational 

cost, the remaining results have been obtained using this method. 

Figures 4.40 through 4.44 show the time history of the stream function 

and vorticity development beginning at t ~ 8.0 and spaced at two units of time 

apart. The overall pattern of the flow follows that at the earlier times. It is 

worth remarking that at the final instant (i.e., t= 16.0), our pictures showing the 

contours of the stream function and vorticity are qualitatively the same as those 

from the investigation of the steady flow in grooved channels recently reported 

by Chaddar, Korczak, Mikic and Patera (1986). The time development of the X 

component of the velocity profiles from the initial instant to t ~ 16.0 is shown in 

Figures 4.45 through 4.49 at X=-0.7571, 0, 0.7571,0.9911 and 1.0689. In each 

picture, there are 8 profiles corresponding to t ~ 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 and 

16.0, respectively. 

Figure 4.50 shows the time development of the drag coefficient. From 

the figure, it is seen that the drag coefficient at t 9! 16.0 is approximately 0.1, 

which is a large reduction from its value of approximately 5.0 at t 9! 0.02. Note 
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Figure 4.40 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=8.00074 using the VSF 
method. 
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Figure 4.41 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=10.0005 using the V~F 
method. 
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Figure 4.42 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=12.0002 using the VSF 
method. 
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Figure 4.43 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=13.9999 using the VSF 
method. 
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Figure 4.44 Plots of the (a) stream function and (b) vorticity contours for 
unsteady flow over the grooved wall at t=IS.9996 using the VSF 
method. 
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1: t = 0 
2 : t = 0.5 
3 : t = 1.0 
4 : t = 1.5 
5: t = 2.0 
6: t = 4.0 
7 : t = 8.0 
8 : t = 16.0 
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Figure 4.45 Plots of the time development of the X component of velocities 
from the VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance 
from the bottom wall at X = -0.7571. 
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Figure 4.46 Plots of the time development of the X component of velocities 
from the VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance 
from the bottom wall at X = o. 
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1: t = 0 
2 : t = 0.5 
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4 : t = 1.5 
5 : t = 2.0 
6: t = 4.0 
7 : t = 8.0 
8 : t = 16.0 
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Figure 4.47 Plots of the time development of the X component of velocities 
from the VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance 
from the bottom wall at X == 0.7571. 
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Figure 4.48 Plots of the time development of the X component of velocities 
from the VSF methods as a function of the vertical distance 
from the bottom wall at X = 0.9911. 
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1 : t = 0 
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6: t = 4.0 
7: t = 8.0 
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Figure 4.49 Plots of the time development of the X component of velocities 
from the VSF methods 88 a function of the vertical distance 
from the bottom wall at X = 1.0689. 
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Figure 4.50 Plots of the time development of the drag coefficient from the 
VSF method. 
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that the magnitude of the drag coefficient, as also shown in Figure 4.39, seems 

to be decreasing continously and appears to be asymptotically approaching zero. 

It is possible to determine the drag coefficient at the steady state through appli

cation of the momentum principle. This states that the sum of all forces acting 

on a nonaccelerating control volume is equal to the sum of the rate of change 

of momentum inside the control volume and the net rate of efflux of momentum 

through the control surface. The results from such an analysis serve to verify the 

general features seen in the time development of the drag coefficient obtained 

through integration of the shear and pressure forces along the surface of the 

grooved wall. This is explained below. 

Due to the spatial periodicity in the horizontal direction of the flow 

field, the influx and outflux of momentum across the left and right boundaries 

of the computational domain must cancel out. The same conclusion may be 

drawn for the pressure forces. This leads to the conclusion that the drag on the 

grooved wall is then determined solely by the change of momentum in the control 

volume and the flux of the X-component of momentum across the upper and lower 

boundaries of the domain. Since there is no flow across the lower solid boundary, 

and the flow at the upper boundary is considered to be undisturbed (that is, 

the velocity is Uoo and in the X direction only), therefore, no X-component of 

momentum crosses the upper and lower boundaries. As a result, the net drag 

on the grooved wall is only due to the time rate of change of momentum inside 

the control volume. At steady state, this must vanish. Based upon this analysis, 

we conclude that the drag coefficient tends to approach zero asymptotically, as 

shown in Figures 4.39 and 4.50. 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A numerical simulation of the unsteady viscous flow over a spatially 

periodically grooved wall has been studied using the VVI and VSF methods. 

The flow field has been treated as two dimensional and incompressible. A single 

aspect ratio for the geometry of the grooved wall and a Reynolds number based 

on the step height and the onset velocity in the laminar range were chosen for 

the entire calculation. 

The velocity formulations, including the velocity boundary condition, 

for both methods are basically different, as is the treatment of the vorticity 

production at the solid surface. The results showing the general features for the 

time development of the shear layer, free shear layer and recirculating vortex 

flow are in good agreement. However, a significant deviation exists at early 

times between the results obtained by the two methods for the distribution of 

surface pressure along the wall. This deviation occurs at and persists beyond the 

left-upper corner of the step. This has a noticeable effect on the drag coefficient 

during the early instants of time, but the gap between the distributions of surface 

pressure and drag coefficients dies out gradually as time progresses. In view of the 

fact that the surface pressure from the VSF method does not return to its starting 

value at the end of one spatial period during the early times, consequently, more 

confidence should be placed on the drag predictions from the VVI method than 

from the VSF method. This behavior is believed to be caused by the different 

procedures for enforcing the no-slip condition at the solid surface. The present 
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numerical simulation leaves unanswered the question of whether or not the above

mentioned discrepancy would persist in time for the flows with higher Reynolds 

number and/or with different aspect ratios for the geometry. 

Since the current problem does not have the known analytical solution, 

the direct verification of whether or not the numerical schemes are accurate in 

simulating the time development of the flow field cannot be made. However, 

certain features of the flow can be expected to occur, and therefore the following 

observations and comparisons can be made. 

First, the velocity field for an irrotational flow over a single forward

facing step, which has a known analytical solution, was studied using the Biot

Savart law of induced yelocities. The comparison between the results for all the 

selected velocity profiles obtained by the numerical and exact solutions was made 

and observed to be exceptionally good, as shown in Appendix C. Secondly, the 

results representing the features of the flow development for the current flow 

geometry obtained by applying the two independent numerical methods were 

shown to be consist ant in the general aspects. Thirdly, the pictures in the form 

of stream-function and vorticity contours at the steady state obtained from the 

VSF method are qualitatively the same as those from the investigation of the 

steady flow in grooved channels recently reported by Chaddar, et a1. (1986). 

Finally, the results show that the drag coefficient predicted by both methods 

tends to approach zero asymptotically as time progresses. The zero value at 

steady state can be verified by applying the momentum principle to the whole 

primary computational domain. 

To conclude this chapter, the following remarks on the advantages and 

disavantages of the VVI and VSF methods are made. It is clear from the current 
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study that the VSF method has a relatively simple formulation, and it is also 

found that the VSF method is computationally inexpensive. The computational 

time is in the ratio of about 1:8 for the VSF and VVI methods, respectively. 

However, some difficulties are associated with the VSF method. First, since the 

solution of the velocity fl.eld involves solving an equation of Poisson's type for the 

stream function, this re<;.uires that the computation to be performed in the whole 

disturbed flow field which includes rotational and irrotational zones. In the VVI 

method, on the other hand, the computation needs to be carried out only in the 

region of non-zero vorticity, which includes only those portions of fluid that have 

passed near the body surface. 

A second difficulty in the VSF method is that velocity components 

which are obtained directly are tangential to the face of cell elements. Compo

nents normal to the face of cell elements must then be found by interpolating 

the stream function, followed by differentiation. As a result, a lack of spatial 

smoothness in the stream function could be amplified by the numerical differen

tiation used in the evaluation of the fluid velocity. The effect can thus propogate 

throughout the flow. On the other hand, a numerical integration over the vortic

ity field is carried out in the VVI method which, on the contrary, would smooth 

out the spatial irregularities. Furthermore, the desired normal velocity compo

nents can be found directly. 

The third difficulty is that the stream function is not defined in the 

three-dimensional flow. Therefore, the VSF method is not applicable for this 

type of flow, whereas the VVI method is applicable, albeit with considerable 

added complexity. 



APPENDIX A 

VELOCITY INDUCED BY BOUND AND FREE VORTICITY 

The velocity at the point p using the VVI method is given by Eqn.(2.7) 

as 

(A.l) 

On the right hand side of Eqn.(A.l), the first term is the velocity due to the onset 

flow, UooI, which has been used to non-dimensionalize the flow variables. The 

second term is the velocity due to the free vorticity field, and the third term is 

the velocity due to the distribution of bound vorticity. 

For convenience, we make the following definition: 

(A.2a) 

V/(rp,t) == 2~/ L wii':~OP dxdll (A.2b) 

in which the subscripts II.b" and "I" denote the contribution due to the distribu-

tion of bound vorticity and the free vorticity field, respectively. Note that in two 

dimensions, V 6 and V / can be expressed in the Catesian coordinates as 

(A.lIa) 

(A.lIb) 

Using the notation as defined by Eqns.(A.2a, b) and (A.lIa, b), Eqn.(A.l) can be 

expressed as 

(A.4) 
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Velocity due to a Single Bound Vorticity Element 

As shown in Eqn.(A.2a), the velocity at the point p due to the distribu

tion of bound vorticity is 

Note that 

Thus, Vb can be written in the Cartesian coordinates as 

(A.5) 

According to Eqn.(A.3a) and the above equation, it follows that 

(A.6a) 

(A.6b) 

First, we consider the X component of the velocity at the point p in

duced by a bound vorticity element, .!1xi, at the horizontal surface of the step. 

This component of the velocity will be denoted as .!1ub.i' By replacing the range 

of integration, r, with the value from Xi - .!1xi/2 to Xi + .!1xi/2 and til with dXq in 

Eqn.(A.6a), we obtain 

(A.7) 
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Recall that 7" at the horizontal surface of the step was given by Eqn.(3.31), which 

is restated as below. 

Substitution of 7" into Eqn.(A.7), ~Ub.4 is expressed in terms of 7" 74-1 and 74+1 

as follows: 

+~ 1 l s
• 1/p - 1/" [ 2(,.+1 - 7.) ( ) ] () + -2 ()2 + ( )2 A '+ A :1:" -:1:4 + 7i d:l:" A.S 

lr s. :l:p - :1:" 1/p - II" ~:l:4 ~:l:i+l 

For convenience, we define the following variables: 

11=1/" - IIj, and IIpj = lip - IIj (A.9) 

from which it follows that 

=:l:p4 -:c 

= 1/pj 

By a change of new variables and upon rearrangement, Eqn.(A.8) becomes 

(A.IO) 
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where 

(A.lOa) 

(A.lOb) 

(A.lOe) 

Note that the integrals in Eqns.(A.lOa, b, c) can be carried out exactly. The result 

is 

11 = -1/pi {! In [ ~ + ~i ] 
lI'(aZi-l + azil 2 (zpi + a

2
Zi )2 + ~i 

aZi 

_ zpi (arctan zpi _ arctan zpi + 2 ) } 
1/pi 1/pi 1/pi 

(A.Ha) 

( aZi )2 ~ 
12 = 1/pJ {! In [ zpi - -2- + PJ] 

lI'(aZi + aZi+1) 2 Z:. + ~i 
aZi 

zpi-- } 
_ zpi (arctan 2 _ arctan Zpi) 

1/~ 1/~ 1/~ 
(A.Hb) 

aZi aZi 
1 zpi - - zpi + -

Is = -2 [arctan 2 - arctan 2 ] 
11' 1/pi 1/pJ 

(A.He) 

Following the same procedure as in evaluating aUb,h the Y component of the 

velocity, at/b,i, induced by the bound vorticity element aZi is obtained as below 

(A.l2) 
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where 

(A.12a) 

(A.12b) 

~ 
J,' - 1 1---' (Zpi - z) dz 
a - 211' _~ (zpi - Z)2 +,r"J (A.12c) 

The integrals in the above equations also have the closed rorm given by 

(A.13a) 

( ~Z')2 • .2 

]!, _ 1 { ~:r.i zpi [Zpi - -2- + lIpJ ] 
2- -+-In 

1I'(~z, + ~Z'+1) 2 2 z~ +,r"J 
~z, 

+ lIpJ (arctan zpi - -2- _ arctan Zpi ) } 
lIpJ lIpJ 

(A.13b) 

( ~Zi)2 2 
1 

[ 
Zpi - - + 11 .] 

J,' = --In 2 p~ 
a 411' ~z· 

(zpi + --i-)2 + ~J 
(A.lllc) 

In like manner, a set or expressions may be obtained ror the velocity at the 

point p due to the bound vorticity element ~lIJ located at the left and right 

vertical surfaces or the step. The result is 

(A.14) 
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where 

1 -1 1° U(1Ipi - u) d1l 1-
- "'(~Ui-1 + ~Ui) _~ (1Ipi - U)2 + Z~ 

_ 1 { ~1Ii + Upi In [ U:i + Z~ ] 
- "'(~1Ii + ~Ui-1) 2 2 (+ ~Ui)2 + 2 

1/pj 2"" Zpi 

~1/i 
( 1/pi+ -)} + Zpi arctan 1Ipi - arctan 2 (.4.144) 

zpi zpi 

~ 12 - 1 1 1/(1/pi - u) d1/ 
- "'(~1/j + ~1/j+1) ° (1Ipj - ,)2 + z~ 

( ~1/i)2 2 
-1 {~1/i 1/pj [1/Pi - 2"" + Zpi] = -+-In 

"'(~1/i + ~1/j+1) 2 2 ':i + z~ 
~1Ij 

1/pi- - } + zpi ( arctan 2 _ arctan 1Ipj ) (.4.14b) 
zpi zpi 

~ Is = -..!..1 (1Ipj -,) d1l 
2", _ ~ (1/pi - U)2 + Z:' 

( ~1Ii)2 2 
_ 1 [1IPi - 2"" + Zpi ] 

(.4.14e) --In 
4", ('pi + ~:i)2 + Z:. 

and 

~tlb.J(zpil'piI t) = (I~ + I~ + I~) "ti - If "ti-1 -I~ "ti+1 (.4.15) 

where 

r. - Zpi fO ud1/ 
1 - "'(~1/i-1 + ~1Ij) ._~ (1Ipj - U)2 + Z:. 

= zpi { ! In [ V:j + Z:. ] 
"'(~Ui-1 + ~1/j) 2 ( + ~1Ij)2 + 2 

1Ipj 2"" Zpi 

~1Ij 
, (U 'pj + - ) } -...& arctan"'& - arctan 2 (.4.154) 
zpi zpi zpi 
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(A.15b) 

~ l' - %pi 1 d1/ 
a - 211' _~ (1/p; _1/)2 + %~ 

A1/i A1/i 
I [ 1/pi - 2 1/pi + 2 ] = -- arctan - arctan --~ 

211' %pi %pi 
(A.15c) 

The results given by Eqns.(A.14) and (A.15) correspond to CEUb,1c and CEVb,1c. 

They are analogous to those used in Eqns.(3.28a) and (3.28b). To obtain the total 

velocity at the point p due to the distribution of bound vorticity, the contribution 

from "I distributed along the surfaces of an infinite number of steps and their 

corresponding images in the lower half plane must be summed up as given by 

Eqn. (3.30a, b). 

Velocity due to a Single Free Vorticity Element 

Recalling from Eqn.(A.2b), the velocity at the point p due to the free 

vorticity field is 

(A.16) 

Since 
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Equation (A.16) becomes 

(A.17) 

According to Eqns.(A.3b) and (A.17), it follows that 

(A.18b) 

Now, we consider the X and Y components of the velocity, denoted as 

AU/,'i and A"/,'i repectively, at the point p due to the free vorticity element AA,,; 

in the fluid. In the calculation, Wo is assumed to be constant and uniformly 

distributed over AA.,;. Thus, Wo is equal to W',;, which is the vorticity at the 

node point (i,i). Using the similar coordinate transformation as described in the 

derivation of AUb,i, we obtain 

(A.191l) 

(A.19b) 

where 

and V"i = V" - Vi I (A.20) 

and the ranges of z and V are -Az,/2 S z S Az,/2 and - AVi/2 S V S AVi/2. 
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The two integrals in Eqns.(A.19a,b) can be integrated analytically. The 

result is 

AZi AZi 
A z·_- z·+- } 

- 2(""i - lIi) [arctan'" A2 - arctan'" A2 ] (A.21a) 
2 lIi lIi 

""i - -2- lI"i - -2-

( AJI; \2 ( AZi )2 
A"i ""i + T I + zpi - -2-

- (""i + -2-) In A"i 2 AZi 2 
(""i + 2) + (Zpi + 2) 

AlIi A"i 
Az· [ lI"i - -2- 1I"i + -2-] + 2(zpi - -') arctan ~ - arctan A 

2 Zi Zi 
zpi - -2- zpi - -2-

AlIi A"i 
A "._- 11 .+- } 

- 2(zpi - -:!) [arctan'" A2 - arctan'" A2] (A.21b) 
2 ~ ~ 

zpi + -2- zpi + -2-

The results in curly brackets in Eqns.(A.21a,b) correspond to CEU/,ii and CEV/,ii 

in Eqns.(3.28a,b), respectively. Finally, the total velocity at the point p due to 

the entire free vorticity field is then obtained by summing the contribution from 

all cell elements with non-zero free vorticity as specified by Eqn.(3.29a,b). 



APPENDIX B 

INTERPOLATION METHOD FOR STREAM FUNCTION 

The interpolation procedure involves a nine-point formula. To proceed, 

we assume a biquadratic formula of the following type: 

" = A + Bz + 0" + Dz" + Ez2 + F~ + Gz~" + H z~ + Iz2~ (B.l) 

Here, z and " denote local coordinates, with origin at point 1, as shown in 

Figure 3.6. 

In principle, one can find the nine unknown constants A through I from 

known values of '/J at nine points in the field. However, the solution of the nine 

simultaneous equations would be tedious, and we do want a closed form solution. 

Instead, we utilize a procedure used in finite-element analysis. 

We note that the X- and Y-spacing is variable and construct polynomials 

in X as follows: 

Nl (z) = (z - h1)(z - hI - h2) 

h1(h1 + h:a) 

_ -z(z - hI - h:a) 
N:a(z) - hlh2 

_ z(z- hI) 
Na(z) - h:a(h1 + h:a) 

These expressions have the following properties: 

N1(O) = 1, 
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(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 
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In like manner, we form identical polynomials in Y, but with '" replaced by ko, 

where i-I, 2 and 3. The final expression for t/J becomes 

., = ["lN1(z) + t/J2N2(Z) + "aNa (z)] N1(U) 

+ [t/J.N1(z) + t/J6 N2(Z) + t/Je Na(z)]N2(u) 

+ [t/J7N1(Z) + t/JaN2(Z) + "gNa (z)] Na(U) (B.5) 

Next, Eqn.(B.5) is expanded, and terms are collected. After extensive algebra, 

one can obtain the coefficients A through 1 by inspection. The results are: 

A ="1 (B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

D = (2h1 + h2)(2k1 + k2) t/Jl _ (hi + h2)(2kl + k2) "2 
h1 k1 (h1 + h2)(kl + k2) hlh2kl(kl + k2) 

+ h1(2k1 + k2) t/Ja _ (2h1 + h2)(k1 + k2) ". 
k1h2(hl + h2)(k1 + k2) h1k1k2(h1 + h2) 

(B.9) 

(B.10) 

(B.11) 
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(B.12) 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 
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The spacings h1,' k1, h2"'" etc. are obtained from the nodal arrangement shown 

in Figures 3.2 and 3.6; that is, h1 = .5(~Z'-1 + ~z,) etc. 



APPENDIX C 

INVISCID FLOW OVER A FORWARD-FACING STEP 

To illustrate the accuracy of the numerical scheme for computing the 

velocity field from the Biot-Savart law of induced velocities, we consider a case of 

irrotational flow subject to the uniform onset velocity, V 00, over a forward-facing 

step, as shown in Figure C.l. This flow may be calculated by classical means 

using the Schwarz-Christoffel theorem (Churchill and Drown, 1984; Batchelor, 

1967). Therefore, exact solutions can be derived. For purposes of comparison, 

numerical solutions of the same flow are also obtained. 

Exact Solutions 

According to the Schwarz-Christoffel theorem, the physical boundary, 

shown in Figure C.1, is transformed into a straight line of infinite extent along 

the x-axis, and the corresponding region of flow in the z-plane (i.e., transformed 

plane) is the upper half-plane in Figure C.2. For purposes of the calculation, 

we have chosen a value of ho to be 0.999. Consequently, the channel flow in 

Figure C.1 can now be well approximated as an unconfined external Dow. Note 

that the velocity in the far upstream region is constant, and its value is given by 

uooi. 

The derivation of the classical solution of the velocity field is given in 

many elementary textbooks on the theory and applications of functions of a 

complex variable (Churchill and Drown, 1984) The derivation is reproduced here 

for completeness. 
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" 
Figure C.l. Irrotational flow over a forward-facing step in the Physical W 

plane. 

y 

x 

Figure C.2. Irrotational flow due to a source at the origin in the transformed 
z plane. 
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The derivative of the mapping function of the Schwarz-Christoffel theo

rem for the quadrilateral with the vertices of WI, W2, fUa and w, shown in Figure C.1 

is given as 
dw A' 
dz = (z - zl)lIa (z - Z2)"2 (z - za)lI. (z - z,)". 

(C.l) 

where A' is a complex constant, Zi is the image of Wi! and /t;i is a real constant, 

with /t;i'lf' being defined as the exterior angle of the polygon at its corresponding 

vertex. The value of the exterior angles is limited to the range -'If' to 'If', and 

it is considered to be positive if the direction of the change in angle is counter

clockwise, and negative if the direction of the change in angle is clockwise. In view 

of this transformation, the geometry in Figure C.1 can be treated as the limiting 

case of the quadrilateral with its two vertices, WI and w" moved infinitely far to 

the left and to the right, respectively. The corresponding value of the exterior 

angles are 

'If' 
/t;a'lf'=--

2 
and 

According to the theorem, three of the numbers Zi in Eqn.(C.l} can be 

chosen arbitrarily, and it is convenient to let ZI = 0, Za = 1, z, = 00. This leaves 

Z2 to be determined, where 0 < Z2 < 1. Since z, is taken to be at infinity, the 

factor (z - %,}-II. in Eqn.(C.l) is then effectively constant and may be regarded as 

being absorbed into a new constant A. This is done by putting [(z - z,}/z,I-". = 

(-1}-1I· and (-l}-Al.A'z ;AI. = A. The values of /t;/I Zi and A' are then substituted 

into Eqn.(C.l), the final expression for the derivative of the mapping function 

becomes 
dw _ A(z - 1)1/2 
dz - z(z - z2)1/2 • (C.2) 
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The flow over the step shown in Figure C.I is produced by a source 

located infinitely far to the left and a sink located infinitely far to the right. It 

can be shown that under the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, a source or a 

sink at a given point transforms to a source or sink of equal strength at the image 

of that point (Churchill and Drown, 1984). Since the image of infinity to the left 

in Figure C.I is the origin of the Z-plane in Figure C.2, there is an equal source 

at z = o. By the same argument, there is a corresponding equal sink at infinity 

in the Z-plane. 

The complex velocity potential for a source' in the Z-plane is given by 

q' 
F(z) = -lnz 

211' 

with strength, q', equal to 211'Uoo ' Hence, 

F(z) = Uoo lnz. 

The complex conjugate of the velocity V(w) in the W-plane can be expressed as 

V(w) = dF dz 
dz dw 

By referring to Eqns.(C.2) and (C.S), we can write 

V(w) = Uoo (z -%2)1/2 
A z-1 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

where values of A and %2 can be determined by considering the limiting position 

of the point WI, corresponding to z = 0, where the velocity is uoo , and the limiting 

position of w" corresponding to z = 00, where the velocity is lToo/ho• This is 

obtained by applying the mass conservation law to this steady incompressible 

inviscid flow. The values of A and %2 are found to be 

A= ho' and 
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Substitution of values of A and %2 into Eqn.(0.2) gives 

dw _ ho ( % - 1 ) 1/2 

d~ - .. %-h~ 
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(0.5) 

To find out the relationship between w and %, we can simply carry out the in

tegration in Eqn.(0.5). For convenience, we introduce a new variable S defined 

as 
_ (%_ h~)1/2 s- --%-1 

It is easy to show that Eqn.(0.5) reduces to 

dw 1 1 
dS =2ho(I_S2 - h2 -S2 ) 

o 

Hence, after integration, we have 

=h ln 1 + S _ ln ho + S 
w 0 I-S ho-S' (0.6) 

The constant of integration is zero because when % = %2, S is zero, and so therefore 

is w. 

By substituting values of A and %2 into Eqn.(0.4), the complex conjugate 

of the velocity in the W -plane becomes 

V(w) = Uoo (% - h~)1/2 
ho %-1 

(0.7) 

From Eqn.(0.7), we can see that the magnitude of the velocity becomes infinite 

at the corner Wa of the step since it is the image of the point % = 1. Also, the 

corner w:. is a stagnation point. That is, the velocity is zero there because it is 

the image of the point % = h~. 

To obtain the relationship between V(w) and w, we first express V(w) of 

Eqn.(0.7) in terms of s. The equation becomes 

V(w) = Uco S 
ho 



consequently, 

S = V(w)ho 
Uoo 
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(0.8) 

By substituting S from this equation into Eqn.(0.6), we get an implicit relation 

which defines the complex conjugate of the velocity, Yew), as a function of w. 

Since this equation cannot be solved explicitly for Yew), a method of successive 

approximation is employed. 

First, since S is a complex number, we then substitue S = Sr + is, into 

Eqn.(0.6). After some manipulation and rearrangement, we obtain 

where Wr and w, are the real and imaginary parts of w, respectively, and 

S, 
81 = arctan ( 1+ Sr) 

-s,. 
8a = arctan ( h 's.) 0+ r 

(0.9a) 

(0.9b) 

By expressing the complex conjugate velocity, V(z), in terms of the real and 

imaginary parts, 

V(z) = u - iv 

and with the aid of Eqn.(0.8), we obtain 

(O.IOa) 

(O.IOb) 
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Using the dimennionless variables defined in Chapter 2 and noting that 

the step height, h, is equal to (I-ho) '11', Eqns.(0.9at b) and (O.IOa, b) are then written 

in the dimensionless form as follows: 

(O.l1a) 

• Wi 
Wi = (1- ho)'II' 

= (I :~o)'II' (81 - 82 ) - (1_1ho)'II' (8s - 84 ) (O.l1b) 

• U Sr U =-=-
Uoo ho 

(0.12a) 

• f1 Si V =-=--Uoo ho ' (0.12b) 

For purposes of comparison between the velocity profiles from both 

exact and numerical solutions, we need to calculate the non-dimensional velocity 

components (i.e., u· and v·) as a function of wi at specified values of w; in the 

physical plane. Hence, the following procedure for the calculation of the exact 

solution is established. 

We first specify desired values of u· and w;. The value of Sr can thus 

be calculated from Eqn.(0.12a). Next, two trial values of Si are selected, and two 

corresponding values of w; are calculated from Eqn.(O.l1a). These calculated val

ues of w; are then compared with the specified value of w;. A new approximation 

to the value of S, is made, using the local gradient method, and the process is 

repeated until the calculated value of w; closely approximates the specified value 

of w;. The iterative process was stopped when the relative change between two 

successive values of S, was less than 10-11 • With a knowledge of S, plus the ai,d of 

Eqn.(0.12b), the value of v· was finally obtained. 
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The values of u· and lI· found by this procedure are referred to as "exact" 

values at the point of (w~t w;) in the W-plane. In like manner, a set of exact values 

for u· and lI· as ,function of w;, all with the same value of w~, can be obtained. 

Following the same procedure, we can derive as many sets of exact values for u· 

and lI· as function of w; with the specified values of w~ as we want. 

Numerical Solutions 

The fundamental principles underlying the formulation of the velocity 

field and the distribution of bound vorticity were described in Chapter 2. The 

following remarks on the distribution of bound vorticity are made for complete-

ness. 

In the flow over a forward-facing step as shown in Figure C.l, the hor

izontalsurface of the step extends infinitely far down stream. Thus, the bound 

vorticity should be distributed along the step surface accordingly. However, for 

purposees of the numerical computation, the bound vorticity was distributed 

only over a finite length of the step surface. Fortunately, the magnitude of the 

velocity induced by a vortex element decays as 1;:1-2 , where r is the position vec

tor relative to the vortex element. Thus, the bour..d vorticity far removed from 

the corner of the step has a negligible effect in the region of the flow where the 

velocity profiles are to be evaluated. 

It is reasonable to assume that the velocity profiles near the singular 

corner point are the most important in determining the accuracy of the numerical 

solution. Therefore, we confine our comparisons of the velocity profiles from both 

the numerical and the exact solution to some selected node points in the region 

near the singular corner. 
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In the numerical calculations, we have distributed bound vorticity on 

the horizontal surface of the step for a distance of 600 step heights from the 

corner. Consequently, the contribution from the bound vorticity beyond this 

distance was ngelected. Trial calculations showed that this length was sufficient. 

For purposes of this numerical calculation, a flow network is chosen 

to be 242 by 67 nodes in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. A 

portion of the grid network near the step corner is shown in Figure C.3. These 

grid points are chosen so that the network near the step is identical to that used. 

for the artificially roughened wall. The grid serves no purpose other than to 

provide a network on which the potential velocity can be evaluated. 

The evaluation of the distribution of bound vorticity is discussed in 

Chapter 2, in which the governing equation is derived and given by Eqn.(2.9). 

Since irrotational flow is considered in the present problem, the second term on 

the right-hand side of the equation which is the contribution due to the free 

vorticity field, is equal to zero. The equation is then reduced to 

2~ i rYir:~qp dl] ·ec = -i 'e,', 

where r consists of the vertical and horizontal surfaces of the step, plus their 

reflections in the image plane. The above equation is solved numerically by 

following the procedure described in Chapter 3 to obtain the distribution of 

bound vorticity, 'i. The slip velocity, i.e., the tangential component of the velocity 

along the surface of the step, is then obtained by putting the value equal to -'i. 

In irrotational flow, Eqn.(2.7), the velocity at point p, becomes 

V ) -: 1 i 'iq x rqp 
(rp =, + -2 1_ P' dl. 

1i' r rqp 

The numerical evaluation of the integral in the above equation is discussed in 

Chapter 3. 
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The Horizontal Distance, Wr 

Figure C.3. Layout of the flow network near the corner of the step. 
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Results 

For purposes of comparison, five velocity profiles corresponding to five 

values of w~ on Wr-axis of the physical plane have been calculated. Point values 

for each velocity have been calculated at the center of each cell boundary for 

the 67 cells in the vertical direction. The values of w; chosen are -0.0689468, 

-0.00893428, 0, 0.00893428 and 0.0689468. 

The velocity profiles are plotted in Figures C.4 through C.9, in which 

the solid lines represent the exact solution, and the points as shown in small 

triangles represent the numerical solution. In Figure C.4, the slip velocity along 

the vertical surface of the step is plotted from I = 0 to I = 1.0, and the siip velocity 

along the horizontal portion is plotted from I = 1.0 to 1= 1.6. Note that 1= 0 

corresponds to the stagnation point, "12 in Figure C.l, and 1= 1.0 corresponds 

to the corner of the step, Wa in Figure C.l. Figures C.S through C.9 are plots of 

the horizontal component of velocity, u·, as a function of w; for several values of 

w;. It is observed that the numerical solutions shown in these figures are in good 

agreement with the corresponding exact solutions wl].ich confirms the accuracy 

of our numerical formulation. 
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